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SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS AND PRACTICE PROBLEMS FOR “WHAT COUNTS AND WHAT GETS COUNTED” 
 
Abstract: 
 “What Counts and What Gets Counted” (Bloomfield 2016)1 is an innovative way of teaching 
managerial accounting. The 1st edition of the book won the 2014 Jim Bulloch Award for Innovations in 
Management Accounting Education, and has only gotten better since then. However, the book suffers 
from two significant limitations. First, the book was intended primarily for MBA students, not for 
accounting undergrads. As a result, the book doesn’t go into sufficient depth on some of the technical 
topics that accounting majors need to understand. Second, the book lacks a bank of practice problems 
and solutions for students to use as they are learning material. 
Here I present two supplemental readings and a set of practice problems that can be used to 
supplement “What Counts and What Gets Counted” and make it more appropriate for use by 
undergraduate accounting majors. 
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Supplemental Reading to Section 5.2: Process Costing Mechanics 
Jeremiah Bentley – UMass Amherst 
Equivalent Units 
It’s easy to calculate per-unit costs when there are no in-process units at the beginning or end of the 
period: simply divide the total manufacturing costs by the number of units produced. For example, if a 
company spends $20,000 to produce 1,000 identical units, with no beginning or ending work-in-process 
inventory, the cost per unit is $20,000/1,000 units = $20.  
If there are in-process units at the beginning or end of the period, the calculations become more 
complex. To calculate costs per unit when there are in-process units, we need to measure production in 
equivalent units instead of physical units. The following illustrates the idea of equivalent units:  
 
Here we have 4 physical glasses, but since 3 of them are only half-full, we don’t have four cups worth of 
juice. Rather, we have 1 + 3*0.5 = 2.5 cups worth of juice, or 2.5 equivalent units of juice. This concept 
can be readily applied in a production setting. In order to calculate inventory balances, management 
must estimate the equivalent units of work done in a period. For example, a firm that starts and finishes 
1,000 units, and gets 25% of the way done with an additional 400 units has 1400 physical units (1,000 + 
400), but only 1,000 + 400*0.25 = 1,100 equivalent units of work was done during the period.  
Often companies will track equivalent units separately for different types of costs. The most common 
method is to separately track direct materials and conversion costs, where conversion costs are the sum 
of direct labor and overhead. Conversion costs are the costs associated with converting direct materials 
into finished goods. However, companies may choose other methods of tracking costs (explained later in 
this section). Consider the following example, which will be used for the remainder of this section: 
  
Physical 
Units 
Direct 
Materials 
Conversion 
Costs 
Beginning work in process* 100 $5,000  $3,000  
New units started 500   
Units completed 450   
Ending work in process** 150   
Total costs added during the period   $30,000  $52,200  
* Beginning WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 30% complete for conversion costs 
** Ending WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 40% complete for conversion costs 
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First, let’s look at the number of physical units in this example. There were 100 physical units in 
beginning work-in-process inventory, and we started an additional 500 units this period, for a total of 
600 physical units that we need to account for. We finished and transferred out 450 physical units and 
had 150 physical units in ending work-in-process inventory, for a total of 600 physical units we have 
accounted for. Many accountants find it helpful to account for these figures using a t-account, similar to 
the t-accounts used to keep track of dollars but instead keeping track of units: 
WIP (Physical Units) 
Beginning Units 100   
Units Started 500   
   450 Units Finished 
Ending Units 150   
 
The above analysis keeps track of physical units, but we need to identify equivalent units in order to 
assign costs. How we keep track of equivalent units depends on whether we are using the weighted 
average method or the first-in first-out (FIFO) method.  
Weighted Average Method 
The weighted average method is the simpler of the two methods of calculating unit costs and is the 
more common method in practice. Under the weighted average method, the accountant identifies the 
number of equivalent units completed to-date, not distinguishing between units started last period and 
new units started this period. Many accountants find it helpful to account for these figures with the 
following chart: 
      Equivalent Units 
    Physical  Direct  Conversion 
Flow of Production Units   Materials   Costs 
WIP: Beginning   100     
Started during current period   500     
To account for   600     
         
Completed & transferred out during current period 450  450  450 
WIP: Ending (100% DM, 40% CC)   150  150  60 
Units accounted for   600       
Equivalent units of work done to date    600  510 
 
The “Physical Units” column replicates the work we did earlier to reconcile our physical units. The 
“Direct Materials” column and “Conversion Costs” column contain the number of equivalent units. Units 
transferred out are assumed to be 100% complete, so the 450 physical units we transferred out 
represent 450 equivalent units of direct materials and 450 equivalent units of conversion costs. The 
initial problem information told us that the 150 physical units left in work-in-process inventory are 100% 
done with respect to direct materials, and so represent 150 equivalent units of direct materials. We 
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were also told that these 150 units are only 40% complete with respect to conversion costs, and so 
represent only 150*0.4=60 equivalent units worth of conversion costs. Thus, work done to-date 
(whether from beginning WIP or from work done this period) totaled 450+150=600 equivalent units of 
direct materials and 450+60=510 equivalent units of conversion costs. 
The accountant then adds up production costs done to-date, again, not distinguishing between 
beginning work-in-process figures and new costs incurred this period. Finally, the accountant divides the 
production costs by the number of equivalent units to find a cost per equivalent unit. Continuing the 
problem from before: 
    Total  Direct  Conversion 
        Costs   Materials   Costs 
WIP: Beginning    $      8,000    $      5,000    $      3,000  
Costs added in current period          82,200          30,000          52,200  
Total costs to account for    $    90,200    $    35,000    $    55,200  
Divided by equivalent units                 600               510  
Equivalent cost per unit      $      58.33    $    108.24  
 
The initial problem stated that $30,000 of direct materials were added to the $5,000 of direct materials 
in Beginning WIP, for a total of $35,000 of direct materials. We calculated 600 direct materials 
equivalent units, so the direct material cost per equivalent unit was $35,000/600 = $58.3333. The initial 
problem also stated that $52,200 of new conversion costs added to the $3,000 from Beginning WIP for a 
total of $55,200. We calculated 510 conversion cost equivalent units, so the conversion cost per 
equivalent unit was $55,200/510 = $108.2353.  
Finally, to compute account balances, the accountant would multiply these equivalent costs by the 
number of units transferred out to find the value of product transferred to finished goods. The 
accountant would also multiply these equivalent costs by the number of equivalent units remaining in 
ending WIP to find out the value of product remaining in WIP. Thus, we transferred out $58.3333*450 = 
$26,250 of direct materials (don’t round the $58.33 too early) and $108.2353*450 = $48,705.88 of 
conversion costs (again, don’t round early). Remaining in WIP is $58.3333*150 = $8,750 of direct 
materials and $108.2353*60 = $6,494.12 of conversion costs.  
  Total  Direct  Conversion 
    Costs   Materials   Costs 
Completed and transferred out  $  74,955.88    $  26,250.00    $  48,705.88  
WIP: Ending  $  15,244.12    $    8,750.00    $    6,494.12  
Total costs accounted for  $  90,200.00    $  35,000.00    $  55,200.00  
 
Finally, the accountant can foot (add vertically), crossfoot (add horizontally) and check that the sum of 
costs transferred out and remaining in ending WIP equals the sum of costs that were in beginning WIP 
or transferred out. $35,000 = $35,000; $55,200 = $55,200; and $90,200 = $90,200. These checks don’t 
ensure the problem was done correctly, but they check for simple math errors or rounding problems. 
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FIFO Method2 
The second method of calculating costs is the First-In, First-Out (FIFO) method. Under this method, the 
accountant separately tracks old costs and new costs. The old costs pertain only to units that were 
started last period, while the new costs are split up among the work done this period. 3  
The flow of units chart is similar to the one used for the Weighted Average method, except that the 
accountant separates the completed and transferred out line into two lines: those units that existed in 
beginning WIP and new units started this period. Also notice that the Equivalent Units columns now 
pertain only to work done during this period (whereas these columns contained cumulative work done 
under the Weighted Average method). 
      
Equivalent Units  
(this period only) 
    Physical  Direct  Conversion 
Flow of Production Units   Materials   Costs 
WIP: Beginning   100     
Started during current period   500     
To account for   600     
         
Completed & transferred out during current 
period      
 From Beginning WIP (0% DM, 70% CC this period) 100  0  70 
 Started and Completed (100% DM, 100% CC) 350  350  350 
WIP: Ending (100% DM, 40% CC) 150  150  60 
Units accounted for   600       
Equivalent units of work done THIS PERIOD   500  480 
 
The accountant then divides the new costs incurred this period by the number of equivalent units of 
work done this period.  
    Total  Direct  Conversion 
        Costs   Materials   Costs 
Costs added in current period      $    82,200    $     30,000    $    52,200  
Divided by equivalent units                 500               480  
Equivalent cost per unit      $      60.00    $    108.75  
                                                            
2 Note that this type of FIFO is different from the FIFO normally discussed in a financial accounting text. The 
FIFO/LIFO distinction in a financial accounting course is used to determine the cost of identical items sold from 
finished goods: did we just sell the most recent unit finished, or did we sell the first unit finished? In contrast, the 
FIFO/Weighted Average distinction in process costing is used to assign costs to items as we finish them: should all 
items completed in a given period be assigned the same cost (weighted average method), or should the ones that 
were in-process from last period have their own unique cost (FIFO method)? 
3 We always assume that companies complete the beginning WIP first such that an individual unit will never be 
part of both beginning WIP and ending WIP. 
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Calculating the dollar value of ending WIP is the same as it was under the weighted average method: 
$60*150 = $9,000 of direct materials and $108.75*60 = $6,525 of conversion costs.  
Calculating costs transferred to finished goods is a bit more complicated. The 100 physical units that 
were started last period and transferred out this period had $5,000 of direct materials costs from last 
period, and $0 added this period, so a total of $5,000 was transferred out. The 100 physical units that 
were started last period had $3,000 of conversion costs from last period. We finished the remaining 
70%, or 70 equivalent units of conversion costs at $108.75 per equivalent unit. In total, the units that 
were started last period had $3,000 + 70*$108.75 = $10,612.50 of conversion costs. We also transferred 
out $60*350 = $21,000 of direct materials and $108.75*350 = $38,062.50 in conversion costs for the 350 
units that were started and completed this period.  
  Total  Direct  Conversion 
    Costs   Materials   Costs 
Completed and transferred out      
 From Beginning WIP  $    8,000.00    $ 5,000.00    $  3,000.00  
 Costs added to Beginning WIP  $    7,612.50                  -          7,612.50  
 Started and Completed  $  59,062.50     21,000.00      38,062.50  
WIP: Ending      15,525.00       9,000.00        6,525.00  
Total costs accounted for  $       90,200    $    35,000    $     55,200  
 
Materiality 
A third approach is sometimes used in practice. This approach assumes that the amount of work-in-
process inventory is negligible compared to the amount of finished goods inventory or raw materials 
inventory and therefore is ignored for accounting purposes. Consider, for example, the Coca-Cola 
Company. Coca-Cola produces a large quantity of product each year, and had almost $3 billion of 
inventory on hand at the end of 2015. Presumably some of this inventory was in-process, for example 
syrups that had been mixed but not yet bottled, but the vast majority was either raw materials or 
finished goods. This inventory would appropriately be considered work-in-process inventory, but the 
quantity of said in-process inventory is insufficient to even merit discussion on the 2015 financial 
statements. A firm that has an extremely high quantity of physical goods finished each period relative to 
the quantity in beginning or ending work-in-process inventory may simplify their accounting system 
and/or financial statement presentation by ignoring the work-in-process inventory. This approach is not 
compliant with GAAP, but when the amount of work-in-process inventory is sufficiently small, the 
misstatement may be deemed immaterial by auditors.  
Additional Notes: 
Timing of Direct Materials: Direct materials can be added at any point in the production process. In 
many cases, all direct materials are added at the beginning (e.g. a worker collects all needed parts 
before beginning any assembly). In others, direct materials may be added at discrete points in time (e.g. 
get the tires from raw materials only when we are ready to add the tires) or continuously (e.g. paint is 
applied throughout). If direct materials are added at any point other than the beginning of the process, 
then the accountant will need to keep track of direct materials similar to conversion costs.
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Additional Cost Columns: In the example above, there were only two types of costs: direct materials and 
conversion costs. This example is convenient for explanatory purposes, but doesn’t apply to all production. 
Many firms will have multiple types of direct materials added at different points in the production process, 
and/or different types of conversion costs incurred at different points in the production process.  
Multiple Departments: A common situation in practice and in textbook problems is to have multiple 
departments, where a product is started in one and then transferred to one or more departments for additional 
work. Under process costing, each department’s costs will be tracked separately. Each department tracks 
transferred-in costs at the amount stated by the prior department in the same manner in which the department 
tracks raw materials.  
For example, a firm has a cutting department and a finishing department. Last year the cutting department 
transferred 100 units to the finishing department with a total cost of $1,000. The finishing department had no 
beginning inventory. They completed 80 units. The remaining 20 were 100% complete for direct materials and 
transferred-in costs (i.e. costs from the cutting department) but only 50% complete for conversion costs. The 
finishing department used $2,000 of direct materials and $1,350 of conversion costs. The following chart shows 
the accounting under the weighted average method. 
  Finishing Department  Equivalent Units 
    Physical  Direct  Transferred  Conver. 
Flow of Production Units   Mats   Costs   Costs 
WIP: Beginning 0       
Started during current period 100       
To account for 100                  
Completed & transferred out  80  80  80  80 
WIP: Ending (100% DM, 100% TI, 50% CC) 20  20  20  10 
Units accounted for 100          
Equivalent units of work done to date   100  100  90 
 
    Total  Direct  Transferred  Conversion 
        Costs   Materials   Costs   Costs 
WIP: Beginning  $         -      $            -      $           -      $            -    
Costs added in current period        4,350           2,000           1,000           1,350  
Total costs to account for  $    4,350    $     2,000    $     1,000    $     1,350  
Divided by equivalent units             100         100             90 
Equivalent cost per unit    $          20    $         10    $          15  
           
    Total  Direct  Direct  Conversion 
        Costs   Materials   Materials   Costs 
Completed and transferred out  $    3,600    $     1,600    $        800    $     1,200  
WIP: Ending         750            400          200           150 
Total costs accounted for  $    4,350    $     2,000    $     1,000    $     1,350  
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Budgeting Mechanics 
Jeremiah Bentley – UMass Amherst 
Introduction 
While in college I worked taking phone-in orders. One holiday season marketing ran a special promotion, 
offering one of our most expensive and desired products at ½ off. We weren’t salespeople, but we would tell 
people about specials when they called in to place their orders. Not surprisingly, thousands of customers were 
thrilled about the special, many ordering several units. They were extremely surprised, however, when they 
learned that the product was backordered and not only wouldn’t arrive in time for the holidays but likely 
wouldn’t arrive for several months after that.  
 
Why the backorder? Did the promotion work better than expected? No. The company simply didn’t have a good 
budgeting system. Marketing never told production about the upcoming sale, so production hadn’t produced 
enough to cover all the expected orders.  
 
Cost Flows 
Normally when we measure cost flows we start from the basic items and become more complex. First we solve 
out the raw materials t-account to find the total amount of raw materials used in a period. Then we record the 
direct labor and overhead applied in a period. The sum of these is the total costs added to WIP during a period. 
We then solve out the WIP account to find the Cost of Goods Manufactured (COGM). Finally, we solve out the 
Finished Goods account to find the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS). 
Thus, all figures are flowing left-to-right in the following t-accounts: 
 
Budgeting 
We make two major changes when budgeting. First, we work primarily with quantities rather than dollar 
amounts. Second, we work backwards. 
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We start the budgeting process by estimating the number of units that will be sold in the upcoming period. It’s 
beyond the scope of this text to explain how to create such an estimate, but you’d likely get it from the 
marketing/sales department. You’d also calculate how many units you would like to have in ending finished 
goods inventory, and you record how many units you have on hand now (your beginning finished goods 
inventory). That gives you the required information to solve for the number of units that must be manufactured. 
You then repeat the process a step back: on WIP units. How many units must be completed (based on your 
previous analysis)? How many in-progress units do you want at the end of the period? How many do you 
currently have? That lets you solve out how many additional units you need to start.  
Next you repeat the process for Raw Materials. How much raw material will you need during the period? How 
much do you want on-hand at the end of the period? How much do you have on-hand now? Solve for 
purchases. 
You’ll also use the WIP account to figure out how many labor hours you anticipate needing (no beginning or 
ending inventory for labor) and the amount of variable overhead you anticipate consuming. 
In this case, we are moving from right to left, starting with budgeted sales and ending up with budgeted 
purchases, labor, and overhead. 
 
At this point you can convert units to dollars and make financial budgets including a budgeted (sometimes called 
pro forma) budget sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows. You’d also want to prepare a cash 
budget that maps out the expected timing of all cash outflows and inflows. You may have an incredibly 
successful business, but if you run out of cash half-way through you’re still in trouble.  
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Section 1.1: Functions & Types of Management Reporting Systems 
1. Running2win is a running app that allows runners to log workouts and keep track of their training. 
Determine which of the four managerial reporting system roles is featured in the example. 
Running2win allows users to add friends and share their training logs and schedules with one 
another so that they can connect and effectively train on the same schedule. This feature is an 
example of a/an _____________ role. 
a. Decision-facilitating 
b. Decision-influencing 
c. Attention-directing 
d. Coordination-facilitating 
 
2. The CEO of Rob’s Burgers requires his employees to send in a monthly report about the 
performance of their peers. Doing this makes the employees focus on the problems their peers are 
facing instead of their own problems. This is an example of a/an _____________ activity. 
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating  
 
3. At the start of every week, Steve, the CEO of Awesome People Inc., sends a company update that 
includes new and upcoming policies, procedures, and current events. These reports keep 
employees up to date with information they need to do their jobs effectively. This is an example of 
a/an _____________ activity. 
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating  
 
4. A new rule has been established at Tom’s Investments. For every quarter that an employee’s 
client’s portfolio goes up past 8%, the employee’s compensation will increase proportionally. This 
rule was set in place to motivate employees to work harder. This is an example of a/an 
_____________ activity. 
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating  
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5. Lowell Engineering is focused on their staff and how well they perform. If an employee performs 
and scores well on their six-month evaluation, they receive a bonus and after a certain amount of 
time, a promotion. This is an example of the _________ function. 
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating 
 
6. A fitness watch that tracks your steps, heart rate, and calories burned, and beeps at you when your 
performance is too low is an example of _____________.  
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating 
 
7. Meat Me Here is a new android app for lonely carnivores. These people can log on and meet up 
with other meat lovers at steak houses in their area. Users can post where they’re going to be 
eating at a specified time, and other people can message and join them.  This function is best 
described as____________. 
a. Attention-directing 
b. Decision-facilitating 
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating 
 
8. New technology links people’s thermostats to their smart phones.  Every time the temperature in 
the house drops below a certain temperature you can receive a text message notification.  Which 
of the four functions of management reporting systems is this showing?  
a. Attention-directing  
b. Decision-facilitating  
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating  
 
9. Every Thanksgiving, I roast a turkey. When I put the turkey in the oven, I make sure to set the timer 
for 6 hours. When the timer beeps after 6 hours, I am reminded of the turkey in the oven. The 
timer serves as a/an ___________________________________ role.  
a. Attention-directing  
b. Decision-facilitating  
c. Decision-influencing 
d. Coordination-facilitating 
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10. Determine whether each phrase represents financial or managerial accounting.  
a. External users (investors, creditors, SEC) 
b. Both financial and non-financial performance 
c. Only focus is financial performance  
d. Defined by GAAP  
e. Internal reporting (compensation, production decisions, pricing, forecasting) 
f. Defined by management 
 
11. A system that ensures that employees, suppliers, and customers are complying with company 
policies and procedures is a/an:  
a. Incentive system 
b. Performance reporting system  
c. Budgeting system  
d. Control system  
 
12. A system that links management reports to employee compensation is a/an: 
a. Incentive system  
b. Performance reporting system  
c. Budgeting system  
d. Control system   
15 
 
Section 1.1 Solutions 
1. D.  
This is coordination-facilitating because the app allows users to coordinate and communicate 
decisions and information with others. 
 
2. A.  
This is attention-directing because it forces people to pay attention to, and talk about, one issue 
instead of another.  
 
3. B.  
This is decision-facilitating because it helps the employees make better decisions by presenting 
relevant information.  
 
4. C. 
This is decision-influencing because it changes the behavior of someone, the employees, who are 
attempting to garner rewards, more pay. 
 
5. C.  
The answer is decision-influencing because the employees are offered an implicit incentive of a 
promotion based on the outcomes of their work. 
 
6. A. 
The answer is attention-directing because this step counter monitors your fitness and forces you to 
pay attention to the issue at hand, in this case, how many steps you have taken. 
 
7. D.  
The answer is coordination-facilitating because this application helps various meat lovers 
coordinate the decision of where they’re going to be eating.  
 
8. A 
The attention-directing function induces people to pay attention to, and talk about one issue 
instead of another (Bloomfield, Section 1.1).  In this instance, the text message is directing the 
home owner’s attention to the temperature within their house while they are not home.   
 
9. A.  
Attention-directing role. This role induces people to pay attention, thereby improving the things 
that are measured. When the timer goes off, the person’s attention is directed towards the turkey 
in the oven and they can choose to go and check it or ignore it.  
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10. Solution: 
a. External (investors, creditors, SEC) Financial  
b. Financial and non-financial performance Managerial 
c. Only focus is financial performance Financial 
d. Defined by GAAP Financial  
e. Internal reporting (compensation, production decisions, pricing, forecasting) Managerial  
f. Defined by management Managerial 
 
11. D.  
Control system. Companies implement control systems to safeguard assets by ensuring that 
stakeholders are following company policies and procedures. 
 
12. A. 
Incentive system. Companies use incentive systems to link management reports to employee 
compensation (Bloomfield, Section 1.1). 
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Section 1.2: Three Recurring Themes and a Unifying Principle 
1. A system developed using outdated technology to solve problems that may no longer be relevant is 
a/an:  
a. Old system 
b. Legacy system 
c. Strategic system 
d. Current system 
 
2. Income extracted from existing capital, including human capital, decision making rights, expertise, 
or information is:  
a. Residual income 
b. Rent seeking 
c. Employee compensation  
d. Employee bonus  
 
3. A bureaucratic system is a system that applies _________ rules every time specific conditions 
apply.  
a. Standard 
b. Normal  
c. Different  
d. New 
 
4. This theory depicts the idea that if you do not know why something was set in place, you should 
not get rid of it simply because you do not understand it. 
a. Chesterton’s Fence 
b. Just World Hypothesis 
c. The Planning Fallacy 
d. The Unifying Principle 
 
5. The Just World Hypothesis tells us that we _______ accept imperfect systems by assuming that 
they must be appropriate because they are there.  
a. Should  
b. Should Not  
 
6. An employee designing a system that increases their informational power within an organization 
while harming the organization is an example of:  
a. Poor judgement 
b. A strong work ethic 
c. Rent-seeking behavior 
d. Decision-influencing role   
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Section 1.2 Solutions 
1. B.  
Legacy System  
 
2. B.  
Rent-seeking. Employees in an organization can attempt to make more money by controlling the 
use and availability of information.  
 
3. A. 
Standard rules. Bureaucratic systems including managerial accounting systems, treat each event of 
similar characteristics the same. This provides uniformity but does not always offer the best 
solution of each unique problem in a business. 
 
4. A.  
Chesterton’s Fence, is a precautionary theory telling people to only change things they understand 
and think they can improve by doing so. This theory says that if you do not know why something 
was set in place, you should not get rid of it.  
 
5. B. 
Should not. In any organization, there will be systems in place that may not be the best system for 
the function. The Just World Hypothesis cautions people of simply accepting a system because it is 
already in place. 
 
6. C. 
Rent-seeking. Employees in an organization can attempt to make more money by controlling the 
use and availability of information.   
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Section 2.1: The Balanced Scorecard and Performance Reporting 
1. Westley owns a business through which people can spend time with service dogs when they 
feel depressed, stressed, or irritated. Westley aims for high customer satisfaction. After each 
customer’s visit, they are asked to rate their experience on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the 
best score.  
 
Westley aims for an overall score of 9/10 or better. This could be defined as his: 
a. Initiative  
b. Target  
c. Measure 
d. Objective 
 
2. On the balanced scorecard, the financial perspective leads all other perspectives. 
a. True  
b. False 
 
3. Jackie loves tacos and is opening a taco food truck. She imagines a sustainable, locally sourced, 
affordable, and delicious product for her customers. She wants nothing more than to put smiles 
on the face of taco-lovers everywhere. She calculates that if she sells 30 tacos per day, her truck 
would be profitable.  
 
What is Jackie’s target?  
a. To open a taco truck  
b. To sell 30 taco’s per day  
c. To put a smile on the face of taco-lovers everywhere  
d. To have a sustainable, locally sourced, affordable, and delicious products 
 
 
4. Marcus is a contractor. The primary focus of his business is repairing houses damaged by 
natural disasters. The number of houses he repairs in a year is the _____, and the quality of his 
repairs and the relief of previously displaced residents is the _____.  
a. Input, output. 
b. Output, input.  
c. Output, outcome.  
d. Outcome, output.  
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Questions 5-8 relate to the following information about Tyler, an accounting student. 
 
Tyler has been slacking on his studies, and needs to improve his exam grades to maintain his 
GPA. He has multiple accounting exams coming up, and he wants to do well on all of them. He 
aims to get above a 95 on each exam. He has created a reward system for himself to keep him 
on track: for every 3 hours he spends studying, he gets to watch 1 episode of West World.  
 
5. What is Tyler’s objective? 
a. Do well on all his exams 
b. Achieve a grade of 95+ on each exam 
c. Study for 3 hours, watch 1 episode  
d. Each exam grade 
 
6. What is Tyler’s target? 
a. Do well on all his exams 
b. Achieve a grade of 95+ on each exam 
c. Study for 3 hours, watch 1 episode  
d. Each exam grade 
 
7. What is Tyler’s measure?  
a. Do well on all his exams 
b. Achieve a grade of 95+ on each exam 
c. Study for 3 hours, watch 1 episode  
d. Each exam grade 
 
8. What is Tyler’s initiative?  
a. Do well on all his exams 
b. Achieve a grade of 95+ on each exam 
c. Study for 3 hours, watch 1 episode  
d. Each exam grade 
 
 
9. TyCorp. wants to improve their overall performance. If they take the initiative to create a 
department within the company that constantly researches new, renewable, and sustainable 
measures the company can take to reduce their carbon footprint, which balanced scorecard 
perspective are they addressing? 
a. Financial Perspective 
b. Customer Perspective 
c. Internal Processes Perspective 
d. Learning and Growth Perspective 
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10. Sam has been running cross country and track for three years. The team keeps track of the 
number of miles that each of the runners run throughout the year. In 2016, Sam ran 3,100 
miles. In total, he spent 340 hours running in 2016. The number of miles that Sam ran in 2016 
would be considered as __________  
a. Input 
b. Output 
c. Outcome 
d. Effort 
 
11. Jim is training to become the world’s best competitive eater. To do this he has put himself 
through some rigorous training. Becoming the world’s best competitive eater would be 
considered his: 
a. Objective 
b. Measure 
c. Target 
d. Initiative  
 
12. Pam’s Pottery mainly focuses on the financial and customer perspectives of the balanced 
scorecard. Pam cares primarily about what customers think because without customers the 
business would not operate. This thinking is incorrect because she does not think about the 
__________. Instead she is primarily concerned with the ___________.  
a. Leading indicators, targets. 
b. Lagging indicators, leading indicators. 
c. Targets, information overload. 
d. leading indicators, lagging indicators. 
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Section 2.1 Solutions 
1. B – This is Westley’s target because it is the level of the measure that performance is compared 
to. The measure would be rating a customer gives. The objective is providing high customer 
service.  
 
2. B – False, the financial perspective lags all other perspectives. In order to obtain success from a 
financial perspective, a company must first satisfy the learning and growth, internal, and 
customer perspectives.  
 
3. B – A target is defined as: “a particular level of measure to which performance is compared”. 
Although all options are part of Jackie’s long-term goals, only B is a measure to which her 
performance can be compared. She will know whether she is profitable based on how many 
tacos she sells, not based on how many people smile at her. 
 
4. C – Outputs are measures that quantify the amount of service provided. Outcomes gauge the 
results that occur because of those outputs. The number of houses Marcus repaired is a 
quantifiable figure and can be classified as an output. The relief given to the community 
residents is a non-quantifiable measure which can be classified as the outcome.  
 
5. A – Tyler’s objective is to do well on all his exams. An objective is a dimension of performance you 
want to improve. Since Tyler did poorly on his exams in the past, he wants to do well on this round to 
maintain his GPA.  
 
6. B – Tyler’s target is to achieve a grade of 95+ on each exam. A target is a level of measure to which 
performance is compared. Tyler will compare his respective grades to his goal of a 95.  
 
7. D – Tyler’s measure is each exam grade. This data will be used to assess performance based on Tyler’s 
objective of doing well on his exams.  
 
8. C – Tyler’s initiative is to reward himself for studying for 3 hours by watching 1 episode of West World. 
This represents Tyler’s strategy to help him achieve his target of a 95 or above on each exam.   
 
9. D – This is an example of the Learning and Growth Perspective because the company develops 
a solution to change and improve. 
 
10. B – In this case, the team is measuring the number of miles their athletes run. Output is the 
amount of work done. The number of miles run is the output, and the number of hours Sam put 
into running those miles is input. 
 
11. A – The objective is what you are trying to accomplish and Jim wants to become the world’s 
best competitive eater.  
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12. D – Both the customer and financial perspective lag the learning and growth and internal 
business perspectives. Pam should focus on all four of the balanced scorecard perspectives to 
ensure the success of her business. 
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Section 2.2: Paying for Performance 
1. Gabbie runs a hair-braiding business on the playground behind her school before class and 
during recess. She charges each student $4 per regular braid, and $6 per French braid. She 
employs three other third-graders as her assistant braiders, and pays them a wage of $3 per 
job. Business is booming, and Gabbie usually goes home with a profit every day. Her mother 
just can’t understand where all the cash is coming from!  
Gabbie recently noticed that her employees were lacking in ________. To counter this, she 
started offering them each 5% of her profits on top of their base pay. This drastically increased 
their ______ and now productivity is soaring!  
a. Risk-sharing 
b. Communication  
c. Screening  
d. Motivation  
 
2. Which of the following concepts can be defined as "paying an agent as little as possible, but 
enough to get the agent to take the job”: 
a. Participation constraint 
b. Risk averse 
c. Effort averse 
d. Moral hazard 
 
3. Offering an employee ___________ incentives can ruin their _____________ incentives. This is 
known as the crowding out effect. 
a. Intrinsic, extrinsic  
b. Individual, group  
c. Individual, intrinsic 
d. Extrinsic, intrinsic    
 
4. ____ is a formal, contractual incentive. 
a. Explicit Incentive 
b. Screening  
c. Accountability  
d. Implicit Incentive  
 
5. ____ is spreading out the risk between principal and agent. 
a. Risk-Sharing  
b. Screening  
c. Accountability  
d. Implicit Incentive  
 
6. ____ is implied, but not contracted. 
a. Risk-Sharing  
b. Screening  
c. Accountability  
d. Implicit Incentive 
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7. ____ is the process of attracting a particular type of agent. 
a. Risk-Sharing  
b. Screening  
c. Accountability  
d. Implicit Incentive 
 
8. Which of the following is not one of the functions of incentive compensation? 
a. Motivation 
b. Communication 
c. Screening 
d. Profit 
 
9. The boss of a painting company has decided to pay employees who work efficiently and to their 
best effort $20/hour. He will pay $5/hour for every employee who underperforms. Applicants 
know of this as they apply for the job and he does this in hopes of increasing the quality of the 
employees who apply for the job. This would be considered: 
a. Motivation 
b. Communication 
c. Screening 
d. Risk-sharing 
 
 
10. Susan Smith works for Big Home Improvements. When she is signing her contract, she has two 
options for compensation: getting paid $80,000 a year no matter what she does, or getting paid 
$195,000 or $20,000 based on the financial impact of the clients she brings into the company.  
Which one would Susan take if she was risk averse? 
a. Getting paid $80,000 a year no matter what 
b. Getting paid $195,000 depending on financial performance of the company 
 
11. Which situation describes a principal-agent relationship? 
a. Jeff works as an ice cream scooper with Brian. 
b. Jeff owns a car washing business and Brian owns a gas station. They refer customers to 
each other.  
c. Jeff owns an ice cream shop and Brian works as an ice cream scooper. 
 
12. A circumstance in which an agent is protected from the full impact of his decisions is known as:  
a. Risk-Sharing  
b. Moral Hazard 
c. Motivation  
d. Compensation 
 
13. Brady’s Brunch is a breakfast and lunch restaurant that pays chefs a base salary, and then 
commission based off how many eggs are ordered during their shift. This commission is poorly 
structured because it does not follow the __________   ______________ (fill in the blank). 
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14. Tim is a working elf at Santa’s workshop in the North Pole. He signed a contract stating his pay 
is 65,000 candy canes a year. He knows that if he performs well there is a chance he can receive 
the “Elf of the Year” Award which will allow him to ride on Santa’s sleigh and help Santa deliver 
toys on Christmas Eve. This is an example of: 
a. Explicit incentive compensation 
b. Implicit incentive compensation 
c. Extrinsic Motivation 
d. Intrinsic Motivation 
 
15. The ____________reflects the fact that the principal needs to pay enough in total to persuade 
the agent to take the job. 
 
16. The ____________constraint reflects the fact that the agent will make decisions that are in his 
own interest, not principal’s 
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Section 2.2 Solutions 
1. D – Motivation is one of the four functions of incentive compensation. One way to increase 
motivation is to offer additional incentives such as a profit sharing plan.  
 
2. A – Participation Constraint. In the principal-agent relationship, the principal’s main concern is 
finding a balance between the salary and incentive intensity of their agent. The participation 
constraint describes the principal’s goal to make a profit while maintaining good, hardworking 
employees. 
 
3. D – Extrinsic, Intrinsic. Intrinsic motivation is the innate, thoughtless desire to do something. 
Extrinsic motivation is a third party incentivizing you to do something. 
 
4. A – Explicit Incentive 
 
5. A – Risk-Sharing 
 
6. D – Implicit Incentive 
 
7. B – Screening  
 
8. D – Profit. The four functions of incentive compensation are Motivation, communication, 
Screening, and Risk-Sharing. 
 
9. C – Screening, the compensation system would screen out bad painters and the applicant pool 
would consist of skilled workers.  
 
10. A – Susan would choose to be paid $80,000 a year if she was risk averse. Risk averse can be 
defined as “Most people prefer less risk in their compensation to more”.  
 
11. C – In this situation, Jeff is the principal and Brian is the agent. Brian works on behalf of Jeff  
 
12. B – Moral hazard occurs because it is often difficult to separate an agent’s effort and luck.  
 
13. Controllability Principle 
 
14. B – Implicit incentive compensation links promotions, raises and noncash honors to a subjective 
evaluation that is informed by, but not contractually tied to performance measures. 
 
15. Participation Constraint 
 
16. Incentive Compatibility 
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Section 3.1: What Counts and What Can Be Counted 
1. What are the two basic forms of measurement error?  
a. Noise & Forms 
b. Bias & Forms  
c. Forms & Shadows 
d. Noise & Bias 
 
2. A statistical association links the constructs of Libby Boxes. 
a. True  
b. False  
 
3. If “number of minutes spent cooking” is the ________, “improve cooking abilities” is the 
_________.  
a. Proxy; moderating variable 
b. Proxy; construct  
c. Moderating variable; construct 
d. Construct; construct  
 
4. The grade you get on an exam is not reflective on how much you actually learned, just as how 
many points you score in a game is not actually reflective on how good you are at basketball. In 
these examples, your grades and the amount of points you score are considered: 
a. Accurate 
b. Proxy Measures 
c. Underlying Constructs 
d. The effect 
 
5. The random and unpredictable differences between a proxy and a construct is called: 
a. Noise 
b. Bias 
c. Shadow 
d. Measurement Error 
6. How early you get to an interview is a good proxy measure for how organized you are. The 
weather outside on the day of the interview is a(n) ___________. 
a. Cause 
b. Effect 
c. Construct  
d. Omitted Variable  
 
7. What is a mediating variable?  
a. A variable that may affect the final proxy measure but is not included in the original 
causal model. 
b. A variable that increases or reduces the effect of another. 
c. A variable that lies between a cause and an effect  
d. A variable that lies between a proxy and a construct  
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8. A variable that determines the strength of the cause and effect relationship between two 
variables is a/an:  
a. Magnitude Variable  
b. Moderating Variable  
c. Omitted Variable  
d. Mediating Variable 
 
9. Jillian has a large vegetable garden. Fill in the Libby Boxes with the phrases below.  
• How hard she works  
• Deer eating her vegetables  
• Number of vegetables she picks  
• Success of the vegetable garden  
• Hours spent weeding the garden  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
2. 
 
 
4. 
5.  
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Section 3.1 Solutions 
1. D – Measurement error occurs when a proxy is an imperfect representation of its underlying 
construct. Noise is the random and unpredictable differences between the proxy and the 
construct/ Bias is a predictable difference between the proxy and construct.  
 
2. B – False. Constructs are linked by a causal relationship, while proxy measures are linked by 
statistical association. Constructs have a “cause” input and an “effect” output. However, proxy 
measures do not contain causes and effects. 
 
3. B – If “number of minutes spent cooking” is the proxy, “improve cooking abilities” is the 
construct. Because improving one’s cooking abilities is a tough goal to measure, one would use 
a proxy measure such as number of minutes spent cooking to quantify progress. 
 
4. B – Proxy Measures. Both your grades and your points are variables used to measure how good 
you are in school and sports. How good you are in school and sports are the underlying 
constructs.  
 
5. A – Noise. 
 
6. D – Omitted variables are factors that might influence the proxy measure’s final effect. If it was 
raining outside and the train was delayed 2 hours, even the most organized candidate may 
arrive late for an interview. 
 
7. C – A mediating variable is one that stands between two other variables and is an effect of one 
and the cause of another.  
 
8. B – Moderating Variable. 
 
9. The weather is a cause and the success of the veggie garden is the effect. Good weather and a 
good vegetable garden have a causal relationship. The proxy measure for the weather is the 
amount of rain in inches. The proxy measure for the success of the garden is the number of 
veggies that Jillian picks. These have a statistical association. The deer eating her vegetables is 
an omitted variable.  
 
 
 
2. Hours spent weeding 
 
 
3. Number of veggies 
picked  
5. Deer eating the veggies 
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Section 3.3: Measure Management  
1. Operational distortion can be defined as: 
a. Changing how you run your business to take advantage of bias 
b. Changing how you present information in order to create a bias 
c. Changing how you run your business to take advantage noise 
d. Changing how you present information in order to create noise 
 
2. Which of the following is not a requirement for an environment to foster measure 
management? 
a. Motivation 
b. Measurement Error 
c. Controls  
d. Discretion 
 
3. Decreasing the quality standards of a product line with the goal of reducing the number of 
defective units produced is an example of:  
a. Operational Distortion 
b. Measurement Error 
c. Manipulative Reporting  
d. Reporting Distortion  
 
4. A doctor turning away sick patients to increase his success rate would be an example of:  
a. Operational Distortion 
b. Reporting Distortion 
 
5. A doctor classifying a bad outcome patient as a high-risk patient so that the bad outcome does 
not affect his success rate would be an example of:  
a. Operational Distortion  
b. Reporting Distortion  
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Section 3.3 Solutions 
1. A – Operational distortion or operational measure management is achieved by changing 
operational decisions that affect raw data used to develop performance measures.  
 
2. C – For measure management to exist within a company, there needs to be existing 
measurement error within the performance measure, motivation by the employees to 
manipulate the data, and the discretion to distort the operations and reporting of the raw data 
that goes into the performance measure.  
 
3. D – Reporting distortion or opportunistic reporting is a form of measure management achieved 
by changing how raw data is used to create performance measures. 
 
4. A – Operational distortion. The doctor would be changing his operational decisions that effect 
the raw data used to develop performance measures.  
 
5. B – Reporting Distortion. The doctor would be manipulating how he classifies types of raw data 
that factor into the performance measure. 
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Section 3.4: Measure Management, Ethics, and Occupational Fraud 
1. Bob works at Best Pizza 5.0. Bob has realized that he forgot to give back 20 dollars in change to 
a customer, and is now 20 dollars over in the register than he should be. Earlier this week, he 
was already punished for having this problem once. Bob believes that taking the money himself 
will solve this problem, and he also believes that he can take the money can get away with it. 
The only downfall is that he cannot find a way to see this as moral. Does Bob’s situation satisfy 
all three motives of the Fraud Triangle? 
a. Yes 
b. No, it leaves out Pressure 
c. No, it leaves out Opportunity 
d. No, it leaves out Rationalization 
 
2. The management assertion in financial statement line items of Occurrence is defined as:  
a. The events reported occurred during this accounting period. 
b. All event governed by the line item were recorded. 
c. The events reported did occur. 
d. The numerical measure of all events were appropriate. 
 
3. The management assertion in financial statement line items of Completeness is defined as:  
a. All event governed by the line item were recorded. 
b. The events reported did occur. 
c. The numerical measure of all events were appropriate. 
d. The events were included in the appropriate line item. 
 
4. The management assertion in financial statement line items of Accuracy is defined as:  
a. The events reported did occur. 
b. The numerical measure of all events were appropriate. 
c. The events were included in the appropriate line item 
d. The events reported occurred during this accounting period. 
 
5. The management assertion in financial statement line items of Classification is defined as:  
a. The numerical measure of all events were appropriate. 
b. The events were included in the appropriate line item 
c. The events reported occurred during this accounting period. 
d. All events governed by the line item were recorded. 
 
6. The management assertion in financial statement line item of Cutoff is defined as:  
a. The events were included in the appropriate line item 
b. All events governed by the line item were recorded  
c. The events reported did occur. 
d. The events reported occurred during this accounting period. 
 
7. Which of the following is not a primary category of occupational fraud?  
a. Corruption 
b. Fraudulent Reporting 
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c. Bribery 
d. Asset Misappropriation 
 
8. A kickback scheme is an example of:  
a. Corruption 
b. Fraudulent Reporting  
c. Bribery 
d. Asset Misappropriation 
 
9. Stealing copy paper from your office may seem like no big deal but it is actually:  
a. Corruption 
b. Fraudulent Reporting  
c. Bribery  
d. Asset Misappropriation 
 
10. The three factors that enable occupational fraud are: 
a. Pressure, Timing, Rationalization  
b. Compensation, Timing, Rationalization  
c. Pressure, Opportunity, Rationalization 
d. Pressure, Opportunity, Motivation 
 
11. The separation of duties within an organization limits 
a. Opportunity  
b. Motivation 
c. Pressure 
d. Timing  
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Section 3.4 Solutions 
1. D – No, it leaves out Rationalization. The Fraud Triangle is a model that has three factors that 
enable occupational fraud: pressure, opportunity, and rationalization. Bob cannot find a way to 
see keeping the money as moral which means he is unable to rationalize keeping the money.  
 
2. C – The events reported did occur.  
 
3. A – All events governed by the line item were recorded. 
 
4. B – The numerical measures of all events were appropriate.  
 
5. B – The events were included in the appropriate line items. 
 
6. D – The events reported occurred during this accounting period.  
 
7. C – Bribery is not one of the three primary categories of occupational fraud. According the 
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, the three primary categories of occupational fraud are 
Corruption, Asset Misappropriation, and Fraudulent Reporting.  
 
8. A – A kickback scheme is an example of a type of corruption.  
 
9. D – Although it may seem harmless, stealing copy paper from the office is a form of asset 
misappropriation because you are stealing resources from the organization.  
 
10. C – The Fraud Triangle, the 3 factors that enable occupational fraud, include pressure, 
opportunity, and rationalization.  
 
11. A – By separating duties like receiving invoices and cutting checks reduce the opportunity for 
employees to commit occupational fraud.  
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Section 4.2: Double-Entry Bookkeeping, Simplified 
Charlie is serving drinks at his bar and keeping track of each transaction using double entry book keeping. For 
questions 1-4 write out the journal entry and be sure to explain the purpose for each transaction.  
 
1) A customer comes into the bar and purchases an ice cold can of soda for $2.00, the bar purchased the 
soda for $0.75.  
 
 
 
2) Frank, a regular at the bar wants to buy a soda ($2.00) and a sandwich ($5.00) but he doesn’t have any 
money on him. Charlie offers to sell him the items if he signs a note saying he will repay the money the 
next day. The sandwich costs $3.50 to make and the soda cost the bar $0.75. 
 
 
 
 
3) The next day Frank comes in and pays Charlie the $7 he owes to the bar.  
 
 
 
 
 
4) The delivery man stops by to deliver four 12 packs of Coke ($36) and $50 of sandwich supplies. No cash 
is paid at this time. 
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Section 4.2 Solutions 
1.  
 Cash   $2 
  Revenue  $2 
To record the revenue generated from selling a coke 
 
 
 COGS   $.75 
  Inventory  $.75 
To record the expense from sale of Inventory 
 
 
 
2.  
 Notes Receivable $7 
  Revenue  $7 
To record the revenue generated by selling a coke and a sandwich 
 
 
 COGS   $4.25 
  Inventory  $4.25 
To record the expense from sale of inventory 
 
 
 
3.  
 Cash   $7.00 
  Note Receivable $7.00 
To record the receipt of cash from an outstanding note 
 
 
 
 
4.  
 Inventory  $86.00 
  Accounts Payable  $86.00 
To record the purchase of inventory on account 
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Section 5.1: The Mechanics of Overhead Application 
1. What are overhead costs?  
a. Overhead costs are selling, general and administrative costs that a business incurs. 
b. Overhead costs are the cost of utilizing shared resources within a business. 
c. Overhead costs are the costs of utilizing raw materials within a business. 
d. Overhead costs are the costs associated with products not sold and left over in finished 
goods.  
 
2. Rank the 4 key steps in allocating overhead in order of first (1) to last (4): 
____ Applying overhead to cost objects. 
____ Calculating the predetermined overhead rates. 
____ Adjusting cost of goods sold for under- or over-applied overhead. 
____ Record the incurrence of overhead. 
 
3. When a company has a debit balance remaining in the MOH account at the end of a period, the 
company is said to have _____________ overhead. 
a. Over-applied 
b. Under-applied  
c. Left-sided 
d. Right-sided 
 
 
4. Which of these examples is not an example of an overhead driver? 
a. Direct labor hours 
b. Customers served 
c. Units of production 
d. Total number of employees of the firm 
 
5. Conway Cereals is the largest producer of cereals in the northeast. They apply overhead on the 
basis of machine hours. At the beginning of 2016, they estimated machine hours to be 25,000, and 
manufacturing overhead to be $625,000. At the end of 2016 actual machine hours totaled 22,000 
and total overhead was $570,000. Based on the information given, what is the 2016 predetermined 
overhead rate?  
 
6. Jay’s Jellies applies overhead on the basis of machine hours, and charges manufacturing overhead 
to products using the predetermined rate. At the beginning of 2016, they estimated machine hours 
to be 5,000 and manufacturing overhead to be $75,000. Actual machine hours totaled 5,200 and 
total overhead was $80,000. How much overhead was applied to production? 
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7. Sam’s Seafood is a medium sized frozen fish company that uses a normal absorption costing system 
and applies overhead on the basis of machine hours. The following data from 2016 is listed below:  
Projected Actual 
Units Produced 2,000 2,200 
Manufacturing Overhead $116,000 $134,000 
Machine Hours 3,500 3,900 
 
What entry will be made to Cost of Goods Sold at the end of the year to close out the 
Manufacturing Overhead Account? Round your answer to the nearest dollar. Hint: Start by 
determining the applied overhead amount.  
 
8. Johnson Company allocates its overhead based on machine hours. Johnson company estimated 
MOH to be $5,000,000, actual MOH was $4,500,000. Johnson expected to use 1,000,000 machine 
hours, but actually used 1,200,000. Calculate Johnson Company’s PDR. 
 
9. Bumblebee Company started and completed a project in 2016. Bumblebee budgeted $350,000 of 
Overhead and 700 Machine Hours. They used $500,000 of Direct Materials, $200,000 of Direct 
Labor, $300,000 of Overhead costs, and 750 Machine Hours. What was the cost of the project 
under normal costing? 
 
10. Bumblebee company started and completed a project in 2016. Bumblebee budgeted $350,000 of 
Overhead and 700 Machine Hours. They used $500,000 of Direct Materials, $200,000 of Direct 
Labor, $300,000 of Overhead costs, and 750 Machine Hours. What was the cost of the project 
under actual costing? 
 
11. Lang’s Engineering adjusts for overhead at the end of each month. This adjustment entry depends 
on whether overhead is under or over applied. If it is under applied, they ______ cost of goods sold 
and ______ MOH. 
a. Debit, debit 
b. Debit, credit 
c. Credit, debit 
d. Credit, credit 
 
12. An overapplied overhead will lead to an increase to COGS. 
a. True 
b. False 
 
13. Company Z uses a simple normal costing system to charge manufacturing overhead – done on the 
basis of direct labor hours. Use the following information to determine the credit/debit adjusting 
entry to COGS.  
Estimated MOH: $360,000 
Estimated DLH:  180,000 hours 
Actual MOH: $400,000 
Actual DLH: 230,000 hours 
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14. Amy’s Antique’s estimated that there would be $75,000 of Manufacturing Overhead, but there was 
actually $85,000 worth of MOH. She estimated that there would be 1,200 direct labor hours, but 
there were actually only 1,000 DLH. The Pre-adjustment account balances of Amy’s Antiques are as 
follows. First, determine how much Amy over or under applied to MOH. Then, determine how 
much of the over/under application goes into each account based on the proration method. 
WIP = $2,500 
Finished Goods = $4,000 
COGS = $3,500  
 
15. Johnson Enterprise has a beginning balance of the following: 150,000 in Raw Materials, 225,000 in 
Overhead, 200,000 in WIP, and 100,000 in Finished Goods. Ending balances are the following: 
30,000 in Raw Materials, 0 in Overhead, 14,000 in WIP, and 0 in Finished Goods. No new raw 
materials were purchased. Write the journal entries of the transfers of the accounts above. Hint: 
You may want to use T accounts to solve this problem.  
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Section 5.1 Solutions 
1. B – Overhead costs are the costs associated with utilizing shared resources. 
 
2. Rank the 4 key steps in allocating overhead in order of first (1) to last (4): 
3 Applying overhead to cost objects. 
1 Calculating the predetermined overhead rates. 
4 Adjusting cost of goods sold for under- or over-applied overhead. 
2 Record the incurrence of overhead. 
First, you calculate the predetermined overhead rates. Second, you record the incurrence of 
overhead. Third, you apply the overhead to cost objects. Finally, you adjust the cost of goods sold 
for under or over applied overhead.  
 
3. B – Under-applied. When overhead is under-applied, actual MOH is greater than applied MOH, 
leaving a debit balance in the MOH account. When overhead is over-applied, actual MOH is less 
than applied MOH, leaving a credit balance in the MOH account. 
 
4. D – An overhead driver is a measurable variable used to allocate overhead costs to individual cost 
objects. It must be measurable for each cost object. There is a possibility that certain employees 
who are specifically assigned to the production of goods and services, but the total number of 
employees of the firm is not directly related to the production of cost objects and therefore cannot 
be used as an overhead driver.  
 
5. $25.00 per machine hour 
PDR= Budgeted MOH/ Budgeted Base 
Budgeted MOH = $625,000   Budgeted Base= 25,000 Machine hours 
PDR= 625,000/25,000 = $25/ machine hour 
 
6. Applied Overhead = $78,000.00 
PDR= Budgeted MOH/ Budgeted Base 
PDR= $75,000/5,000MH = $15.00/machine hour 
Actual Hours x PDR = Amount applied to overhead 
5,200MH x $15/MH = $78,000 
 
7. COGS debited $4,743 
PDR= Budgeted MOH/ Budgeted Base 
PDR= $116,000/3,500 = $33.142857/ machine hour 
Applied MOH = PDR x Actual Machine Hours 
Applied MOH = $33.142857 x 3,900 = $129,257 
Credit MOH and Debit WIP $129,257 
Balance the accounts, in this case Actual MOH (134,000) > Applied ($129,257) 
Adjusting entry to balance accounts: Actual – Applied = 134,000 – 129,257 = $4,743 (credit to 
MOH) 
Apply the adjusting entry to COGS with a debit of $4,743 
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8. $5.00 per machine hour 
PDR = Budgeted Overhead / Budgeted Base 
PDR = $5,000,000 / 1,000,000 MH 
PDR = $5/MH 
 
9. $1,075,000 
Using Normal Costing, the cost of the project = Direct Materials + Direct Labor + Applied OH. 
Applied OH = PDR x Actual Hours Used 
PDR = Budgeted OH / Budgeted Base 
PDR = $350,000 / 700 
PDR = $500/MH 
Applied OH = $500/MH x 750 MH 
Applied OH = $375,000 
Direct Materials + Direct Labor + Applied OH = $500,000 + $200,000 + $375,000 = $1,075,000 
 
10. $1,000,000 
Using Actual Costing, the cost of the project is equal to Direct Materials + Direct Labor + Actual OH. 
$500,000 + $200,000 + $300,000 = $1,000,000 
 
11. B – Debit cost of goods sold and credit MOH.   
 
12. B – False, overapplied overhead would result in a credit write off which would decrease COGS. 
 
13. $60,000 credit to COGS 
Step 1. Find the PDR, $360,000/180,000 hours = $2/hour. 
Step 2. Incur actual MOH of $400,000 (debit to MOH).  
Step 3. Apply OH for the year by multiplying the PDR by actual DLH. $2/hour * 230,000 hours = 
$460,000 (Credit to MOH).  
Step 4 Adjust COGS. The difference between incurred and applied is credit balance of $60,000. 
Then to close the MOH account we debit it $60,000, and credit COGS $60,000 to balance. 
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14. Underapplied by $22,500 
To WIP = $5,625 
To FG = $9,000 
To COGS = $7,875 
 
Applied = PDR x actual hours  
PDR = $75,000/1,200 
PDR = $62.50 per hour  
Applied = $62.50 x 1000 
Applied = $62,500 
Actual -Applied = $85.000 - $62,500 = $22,500 underapplied.  
 
The total value of the pre-adjustment account balance is $10,000 ($2,500+$4,000+$3,500). 
The amount going into WIP = 
$2,500/$10,000 = 25% 
25%*$22,500 = $5,625 into the WIP account 
 
The amount going into FG = 
$4,000/$10,000 = 40% 
40%*$22,500 = $9,000 into the FG account 
 
The amount going into COGS = 
$3,500/$10,000= 35% 
35%*$22,500 = $7,875 into the COGS account     
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15.       WIP       120,000 
 Raw Materials           120,000 
To record the transfer of raw materials to work in progress. 
 
WIP       225,000 
 Overhead        225,000 
To record the allocation of overhead.  
 
Finished Goods     531,000 
 WIP           531,000 
To record the transfer of WIP to finished goods inventory . 
 
Cost of Goods Sold     631,000 
Finished Goods         631,000  
To record the expense associated with selling finished goods inventory.  
 
 
  
BB 150,000       
120,000       (1)      
EB 30,000         
BB 225000
225,000       (2)      
EB 0
BB 200,000       
(1)      120,000       0 BB
(2)      225,000       531,000       (3)      (4)      631,000       
EB 14,000         631,000 EB
BB 100,000       
(3)      531,000       
631,000       (4)      
EB -               
FG Inventory
Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
WIP Inventory
Raw Materials
MOH
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Section 5.2: Different Costs for Different Purposes  
1. Which of the following is a product cost (select all that apply)? 
a. Rent on factory 
b. Insurance on factory 
c. Heat on office building 
d. Raw materials 
 
2. Fam’s “Taste of Italy” restaurant would label wait staff (waiters, waitresses, etc.) salaries that are 
paid at the end of each reporting period as: 
a. Expenditures 
b. Period Costs 
c. Product Costs 
d. Direct Costs 
 
3. Patrick and Sons is an engineering consulting firm that works with large companies to improve 
current electrical systems. Fitzpatrick and Sons uses a job-order costing system that allocates 
overhead on the basis of consultant labor dollars. Of the following, which best describes cash spent 
on advertising?  
a. Indirect Cost 
b. Period Cost 
c. Product Cost 
d. Conversion Cost 
 
4. Patrick and Sons is an engineering consulting firm that works with large companies to improve 
current electrical systems. Fitzpatrick and Sons uses a job-order costing system that allocates 
overhead on the basis of consultant labor dollars. Simon Fitzpatrick supervises the electrical work 
(production) while Valerie Fitzpatrick takes care of sales, advertising, and legal. Of the following, 
which best describes Valerie Fitzpatrick’s salary?  
a. Period Cost 
b. Resource Spending 
c. Product Cost 
d. Conversion Cost 
 
5. Patrick and Sons is an engineering consulting firm that works with large companies to improve 
current electrical systems. Fitzpatrick and Sons uses a job-order costing system that allocates 
overhead on the basis of consultant labor dollars. Simon Fitzpatrick supervises the electrical work 
(production) while Valerie Fitzpatrick takes care of sales, advertising, and legal. Of the following, 
which best describes Simon Fitzpatrick’s salary?  
a. Indirect Cost 
b. Fixed Overhead  
c. Period Cost 
d. Conversion Cost 
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6. Brittany is a college student with great artistic ability. She owns a student business, called Pretty 
Paints, through which she creates customized posters for students to hang in their dorms. The 
posters require different types of materials which depends on the type of canvas, coloring, size, 
and texture of the poster each customer desires. There are also not many other students who offer 
this individualized service, giving Brittany the ability to set her own prices. Is Pretty Paints a job 
shop or a process shop? 
a. Job Shop 
b. Process Shop 
 
7. Which of the following IS NOT a characteristic of process costing? 
a. Low product variety 
b. Thin profit margins 
c. High variable costs 
d. High product volume 
 
8. You usually make $100 a day at work. If you take a day off, you do not get paid. The ______ of 
taking a day off is $100. 
a. Restructuring cost 
b. Opportunity cost 
c. Product cost 
d. Period cost 
 
9. Patty’s Pancakes is a breakfast diner that specializes in pancakes, waffles, crepes and French toast.  
The restaurant uses a job order costing system that allocates overhead on the basis of pancake mix 
used. Patty is the CEO and oversees the administrative side of the business. Which of the following 
best describes Patty’s salary? 
a. Overhead driver 
b. Period cost 
c. Cost object 
d. Product cost 
 
10. Which of the following is a synonym for ‘cost’? 
a. Expense  
b. Expenditure  
c. Accounting 
d. None of the above 
 
11. What is a prime cost? 
a. The cost of labor 
b. The cost that will be eliminated if a product line is eliminated 
c. The cost of direct labor and direct materials  
d. The cost of a product that cannot be directly applied to a particular good or service 
 
12. Fill in the blanks. 
a. A company that builds customizable dining room sets for customers is considered a ____. 
b. A company that mass produces the same chair is considered a ____. 
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13. Choose the best term used to describe the following event: 
A magazine company trades its colored printer in exchange for two additional black and white 
printers. 
a. Expenditure 
b. Resource Consumption 
c. Product Cost 
d. Resource Spending 
 
14. Sandwich Mart is a local fast food restaurant that specializes in making sandwiches for customers 
looking to buy fast, cheap sandwiches. They specialize in making sandwiches in bulk. They have six 
types of sandwiches to choose from. Sandwich Utopia specializes in making expensive, unique 
sandwiches with the highest quality ingredients. Customers can choose exactly what goes into their 
sandwich. Sandwich Mart and Sandwich Utopia are not direct competitors. Which restaurant is less 
likely to be concerned about cost efficiency?  
a. Sandwich Mart 
b. Sandwich Utopia 
 
15. Jenny Inc, a process shop who uses absorption costing, creates cookies to sell to groceries stores 
such as Big Y, Trader Joe’s, and Whole Foods. The owner of the organization is having a hard time 
distinguishing which costs should be included in manufacturing overhead. Select ALL of the costs 
that should be included in manufacturing overhead. 
a. Direct Labor 
b. Indirect Labor 
c. Direct Materials 
d. Indirect Materials 
e. Electricity on The Production Floor 
 
16. Which of the following is the difference between job costing and process costing? 
a. Process costing is used when each unit of output is identical, and job costing deals with 
unique products not produced in batches. 
b. Job costing is used when each unit of output is identical and not produced in batches, and 
process costing deals with unique products produced on large scale. 
c. Job costing is used when each unit of output is identical, and process costing deals with 
unique products not produced in batches. 
d. Job costing is used by manufacturing industries, and process costing is used by service 
industries. 
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Section 5.2 Solutions 
1. A, B, and D – All costs incurred in the production of inventory are considered product costs, 
regardless of whether they are variable or fixed. 
 
2. B – Period Costs are costs that hit the income statement through selling, general, and 
administrative expenses instead of through cost of goods sold. Wait staff do not produce 
product, so their salaries are recorded as period costs. 
 
3. B – Advertising costs are period costs since they are non-production. 
 
4. A – Period Cost 
 
5. B – Fixed Overhead. By nature of being fixed overhead, it is also an indirect cost and a 
conversion cost. However, Fixed Overhead is the most specific term.  
 
6. A – Job shop. 
 
7. C – High variable costs are a characteristic of job order costing.  
 
8. B – The opportunity cost is the sacrifice on an opportunity to generate wealth.  
 
9. B – Patty’s salary can be considered a period cost because it is a selling general and 
administrative cost and it is expensed as it is incurred and not included in COGS.  
 
10. D – A cost is a sacrifice in order to achieve a specific purpose. An expenditure is a cost where 
cash or a cash equivalent is the sacrificed resource. An expense is a reduction in wealth that hits 
the income statement.  
 
11. C – Prime costs are those costs that can be traced directly to the finished product: direct 
material and direct labor. 
 
12. A company that builds customizable dining room sets for customers is considered a job shop. 
A company that mass produces the same chair is considered a process shop. 
  
13. D – Resource Spending is a cost that occurs when a non-cash item is the sacrificed resource.  
 
14. B – Sandwich Utopia would be less likely to be concerned with cost efficiency because they are 
a job shop company.  Process shops are more likely to be concerned with cost efficiency.  
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15. B, D, E – Indirect labor, such as a production supervisor, would be included in overhead because 
even though the supervisor supports the production process, the supervisor is not DIRECTLY 
involved with the making of the cookies. Indirect material, such as non-stick cooking spray, 
would be included in overhead because the amount used by a particular product can’t be easily 
measured. Electricity on the production floor would be included in overhead because the 
electricity cost is a cost that relates to production but cannot be easily traced to individual 
products. 
 
16. A – Job costing is about unique, individualized products. Process costing is about production in 
mass. 
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Section 5.2: Process Costing Supplemental Problems  
1. Using the weighted average method, and the information below, calculate the equivalent units of 
work done to date for conversion costs.  
Physical Units   
Beginning WIP  230 
New Units Started  310 
Ending WIP  70 
Beginning WIP was 100% complete for direct materials and 60% complete for conversion costs.  
Ending WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 20% complete for conversion costs.  
 
 
2. Using the FIFO method, and the information below, calculate the equivalent units of work done 
during this period for conversion costs.  
Physical Units   
Beginning WIP  180 
New Units Started  270 
Ending WIP  30 
Beginning WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 40% complete for conversion costs.  
Ending WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 70% complete for conversion costs.  
 
 
3. Sullivan Company began 2016 with WIP of 200 units. They started 750 new units in 2016, and 
finished the year with 75 units in Ending WIP. Beginning WIP was 100% complete for Direct 
Materials and 75% complete for conversion costs. Ending WIP was 90% complete for Direct 
Materials and 20% complete for conversion costs. Use the FIFO method to determine the number 
of equivalent units completed during 2016 for conversion costs. 
 
 
4. Sullivan Company began 2016 with WIP of 200 units. They started 750 new units in 2016, and 
finished the year with 75 units in Ending WIP. Beginning WIP was 100% complete for Direct 
Materials and 75% complete for conversion costs. Ending WIP was 90% complete for Direct 
Materials and 20% complete for conversion costs. Use the weighted average method to determine 
the number of equivalent units completed during 2016 for conversion costs. 
 
5. Santa’s workshop sells 8 billion toys every year to Toys R Us. The accounting elves are at it again 
and need your help. This year they have 80.8 toys left in their ending WIP. Lindsey argues that the 
best way to account for this would be the weighted average method because they don’t know 
exactly when the toys were made. Jill argues that the FIFO approach is the best way to account for 
this because they can easily trace when the toys were made with their elfometer. Kelsey says that 
they should use the Materiality approach because the 80.8 toys is so small compared to the 8 
billion they sell they only really miss out on a few cents. Who is right? 
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6. Using the information below and the weighted average method, calculate the amount of inventory 
(in dollars) that was transferred to finished goods inventory during the period. (Round to the 
nearest dollar at the end of the problem.) 
  Equivalent Units  
Flow of Production Physical Units Direct Materials Conversion Costs 
WIP: Beginning 3,000   
Started during 
current period 
7,300   
To account for  10,300   
    
Completed and 
transferred out 
during current period 
6,500 6,500 6,500 
WIP Ending (100% 
DM, 40% CC) 
3,800 3,800 1,520 
Units accounted for 10,300   
Equivalent units of 
work done to date 
 10,300 8,020 
 
 Direct Materials  Conversion Costs 
WIP: Beginning 13,000 15,000 
Costs added in current period 87,000 93,000 
 
 
 
7. Using the information below and the weighted average method, calculate the cost per equivalent 
unit transferred out. (Round to the nearest dollar at the end of the problem.) 
  
Physical 
Units 
Direct 
Materials 
Conversion 
Costs 
 
Beginning work in process* 25,000 $13,000  $7,000   
New units started 600,000    
Ending work in process** 12,000    
Total costs added during the period   $425,000  $870,000   
* Beginning WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 30% complete for conversion costs 
** Ending WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 42% complete for conversion costs 
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8. Using the information below and the FIFO method, calculate the amount of inventory (in dollars) 
that was transferred to finished goods inventory during the period. (Round to the nearest dollar at 
the end of the problem.) 
  Equivalent Units  
Flow of Production Physical Units Direct Materials Conversion Costs 
WIP: Beginning 300   
Started during current 
period 
500   
To account for  800   
    
Completed and 
transferred out during 
current period 
   
From Beginning WIP  
(this period 0% DM, 
50% CC) 
300 0 150 
Started and Completed  
(this period 100% DM, 
100% CC) 
400 400 400 
WIP Ending  
(this period 100% DM, 
40% CC) 
100 100 40 
Units Accounted For  800   
Equivalent units of 
work done this period 
 500 590 
 
 Direct Materials  Conversion Costs 
WIP: Beginning 13,000 15,000 
Costs added in current period 87,000 93,000 
 
 
 
9. Using the information below and the FIFO method, calculate the ending WIP balance. (Round to 
the nearest dollar at the end of the problem.) 
  
Physical 
Units 
Direct 
Materials 
Conversion 
Costs 
 
Beginning work in process* 25,000 $13,000  $7,000   
New units started 600,000    
Ending work in process** 12,000    
Total costs added during the period   $425,000  $870,000   
* Beginning WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 30% complete for conversion costs 
** Ending WIP was 100% complete for direct materials, and 42% complete for conversion costs 
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Section 5.2 Supplemental Solutions  
1. 484 Equiv. Units  
 
 
2. 369 Equiv. Units  
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3. 740 Units  
 
 
4. 890 Units  
 
 
5. Kelsey is right. The Materiality Approach is used when a firm that has an extremely high 
quantity of physical goods finished each period relative to the quantity in work-in-process 
inventory. The materiality approach simplifies the accounting system and/or financial 
statement presentation by ignoring the work-in-process inventory. This approach is not 
compliant with GAAP, but when the amount of work-in-process inventory is sufficiently small, 
the misstatement may be deemed immaterial by auditors. 
Production Report FIFO!!!
Physical Direct Conversion
Units Materials Costs
WIP: Beginning 200
Started during current period 750
To account for 950
Completed & transferred out during current period
From Beginning WIP (0% DM, 25% CC) 200 0 50
Started and Completed (100% DM, 100% CC) 675 675 675
75 67.5 15
Units accounted for 950
Equivalent units of work done THIS PERIOD 742.5 740
WIP: Ending (90% DM, 20% CC)
Equivalent Units
Flow of Production
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6. $105,637.97 
 
  
Production Report Weighted Average
Physical Direct Conversion
Units Materials Costs
WIP: Beginning 3000
Started during current period 7300
To account for 10300
Completed & transferred out during current period 6500 6500 6500
WIP: Ending (100% DM, 40% CC) 3800 3800 1520
Units accounted for 10300
Equivalent units of work done to date 10300 8020
Total Direct Conversion
Costs Materials Costs
WIP: Beginning 28,000$         13,000$         15,000$         
Costs added in current period 180,000         87,000           93,000           
Total costs to account for 208,000$       100,000$       108,000$       
Divided by equivalent units 10,300           8,020             
Equivalent cost per unit 9.708738$     13.466334$   
Cost of each unit transferred out 23.18
 
Total Direct Conversion
Costs Materials Costs
Completed and transferred out 150,637.97$  63,106.80$    87,531.17$    
WIP: Ending 57,362.03$    36,893.20$    20,468.83$    
Total costs accounted for 208,000.00$  100,000.00$  108,000.00$  
Equivalent Units
Flow of Production
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7. $2.12 per equivalent unit (be sure not to round until the final answer) 
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8. 28000+23644.07+132650.85 = $184,294.92 
 
  
FIFO!!!
Physical Direct Conversion
Units Materials Costs
WIP: Beginning 300
Started during current period 500
To account for 800
Completed & transferred out during current period
From Beginning WIP (0% DM, 50% CC this period) 300 0 150
Started and Completed (100% DM, 100% CC) 400 400 400
100 100 40
Units accounted for 800
Equivalent units of work done THIS PERIOD 500 590
Total Direct Conversion
Costs Materials Costs
WIP: Beginning 28,000$        13,000$       15,000$       
Costs added in current period 180,000        87,000$       93,000$       
Total costs to account for 208,000$      100,000$     108,000$     
Divide "New Costs" by equivalent units 500              590              
Equivalent cost per unit 174.0000$   157.6271$   
Total Direct Conversion
Costs Materials Costs
Completed and transferred out
From Beginning WIP 28,000.00$   13,000.00$  15,000.00$  
Costs added to Beginning WIP 23,644.07$   -               23,644.07    
Started and Completed 132,650.85$ 69,600.00    63,050.85    
WIP: Ending 23,705.08     17,400.00    6,305.08      
Total costs accounted for 208,000$      100,000$     108,000$     
Cost of each "old unit" transferred out 172.15$  
Cost of each "new unit" transferred out 331.63$  
WIP: Ending (100% DM, 40% CC)
Equivalent Units
Flow of Production
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9. $15,681.84 
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Section 5.3: Improving Overhead Allocation Through Two Stage Costing 
1. Bill’s Beds is a company that produces and ship’s mattresses throughout the northeast. The process 
is quite simple, the machine stuffs and sews the mattresses, and then they are sent to a warehouse 
where they are packaged for shipping. The Overhead costs and cost drivers for the two 
departments are listed below: 
Department Est. Overhead Driver Estimated Total Usage 
Machine $90,000 Machine Hours 1000 hours 
Packaging $27,000 DLH 900 hours 
 
Bill’s Beds uses a two-stage absorption costing system. The king-sized bed requires 0.25 
machine hours and 0.15 hours of packaging. The cost of materials for this bed is $35. What is 
the reported cost of a king-sized bed? 
 
2. A hidden _______ is a variable that is not currently used but could be used to allocate overhead. A 
hidden _________ occurs when a firm sets one overhead rate for a driver and does not consider 
circumstances that would cause the rate to change.  
a. Driver, Driver 
b. Driver, Difference 
c. Difference, Driver 
d. Difference, Difference  
 
3. Not considering the various types of workers in a firm when determining the predetermined 
overhead rate on the basis of labor hours is an example of omitting a: 
a. Hidden Driver 
b. Hidden Difference  
 
4. A firm that uses labor hours as the basis of allocating overhead produces many different types of 
products. Some of the products are produced require a lot of time on very expensive 
manufacturing equipment while others only require a short amount of time on the equipment. By 
using labor hours to allocate the overhead, the company is ignoring a: 
a. Hidden Driver 
b. Hidden Difference  
 
5. Using a two-stage costing method will create a different adjusted COGS balance at the end of a 
period compared to a normal costing method. 
a. True  
b. False  
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6. The painting department of a company uses a lot more indirect materials than the packing 
department. Both departments use the same amount of direct labor hours. Overhead is allocated 
based on direct labor hours. Which statement is correct?  
a. The painting department is subsidizing the packing department. 
b. Each department is using the same amount of overhead. 
c. The packing department is subsidizing the painting department. 
d. Each department is currently being charged a difference amount of overhead. 
 
7. Stella uses a two-stage costing system to allocate the overhead in her stain glass window business. 
She allocates overhead using experienced laborer hours and basic laborer hours. At the beginning 
of the year, she estimates there will be 100 experienced laborer hours and 500 basic laborer hours. 
She estimates that overhead will cost $65,000 ($20,000 of which she assigns to the experienced 
laborer hours). If a project uses 7 experienced laborer hours and 25 basic laborer hours, how much 
overhead will be applied to the project?  
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Section 5.3 Solutions 
1. $62.00 per king sized bed 
Step 1: Find PDR of Machine and Packaging 
Machine: 90,000/1,000 = $90/machine hour 
Packaging: 27,000/900 = $30/DLH 
Step 2: Apply usage time per unit to prices of machine hour and packaging to find costs per unit. 
Then, add cost of materials to find the price of producing one king sized bed. 
90(.25) + 30(.15) + 35 = $62/bed 
 
2. B – A hidden driver is a variable that is not currently used but could be used to allocate overhead. A 
hidden difference occurs when a firm sets one overhead rate for a driver and does not consider 
circumstances that would cause the rate to change.  
 
3. B – Hidden Difference 
 
4. A – Hidden Driver 
 
5. B – False, the costing approach a firm uses changes the reports for individual product lines and 
departments but at the end of period, all overhead regardless of how it is allocated ends up in the 
cost of goods sold account. This is referred to as the peanut butter principle in the textbook.  
 
6. C – The packing department is subsidizing the painting department because they are taking on the 
cost of the hidden driver that is not being used to allocate overhead. If the company allocated 
overhead using both labor hours and indirect material usage, then the painting department would 
be charged more overhead that the shipping department because they use more overhead.  
 
7. $3,650 
Step 1: determine the PDRs. For experienced laborers, the PDR is $20,000/100 =  
$200/experienced hour. For basic laborers, the PDR is $45,000/500 = $90/basic hour.  
Step 2: apply the overhead for each pool. Experienced labor hours x PDR = 7experienced hours x 
$200/EH = $1,400. Basic labor hours = 25basic hours x $90/basic hour = $2,250. The total overhead 
applied to the project = $1,400 + $2,250 = $3,650. 
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Section 6.1: Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis 
 
Use the following information to answer questions 1-5: 
Jackie’s taco truck business has taken off! Unfortunately, she is not very good at Cost Volume 
Profit analysis and needs your help to better understand the profitability of her new business. 
Below are her current revenue and expense relationships.  
 
Per Taco  
Selling Price $8.00 
Cost $2.50 
Fixed Costs   
Truck Rental  $600 
Selling License  $200 
 
 
1. What is Jackie’s breakeven point in units?  
 
2. What is her revenue at that point?  
 
3. How many tacos does Jackie need to sell to make a profit of $10,000? 
 
4. What is Jackie’s Operating Leverage if she sells 12,000 tacos? Round to the nearest hundredth. 
 
5. What does this operating leverage indicate?  
 
Use the following information to answer questions 6 & 7: 
At SpongeBob’s new restaurant, he sells only his newly-famous Kelp Burger. He sells each burger 
for $6. During the year, his rent is $10,000. The insurance policy he pays for his building and 
equipment costs $15,000 per year. The variable cost associated with each burger is $2/burger. 
SpongeBob plans to sell 6,000 burgers per year.  
 
6. What is SpongeBob’s contribution margin per unit? 
 
7. What is his breakeven point? 
 
8. Ben’s Baseball Equipment is a new sporting good company. In 2016, they sold 9,300 units, 
reporting sales revenues of $1,300,000, variable costs of $240,000, and fixed costs of $175,000. 
Ben’s Baseball Equipment what have a contribution margin per unit of (Round to nearest dollar per 
unit): 
 
9. Seth’s seltzer company sold 100,000 units in 2016 for a profit of $20,000 and a contribution margin 
of $0.40 per unit. What were fixed costs in 2016? 
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10. Deandra owns a Donut Shop called Dee’s Donuts. She is looking to introduce a new flavor of donut 
next month and wants to know how many donuts she has to sell in order to breakeven. If the fixed 
costs are $1000, and it costs $0.50 cents to make the donut, and Deandra plans on selling them for 
$2.00, how many donuts does she have to sell to breakeven?  
 
11. Use the information related to Dee’s Donut Shop above. Deandra believes she can sell 750 donuts 
in the next month. If all the costs and prices are the same as above, how much profit will she make 
next month?  
 
12. Use the information related to Dee’s Donut Shop above. If she makes 700 donuts, what is her 
Operating Leverage? 
 
13. A company had a profit $10,000 with a contribution margin of $2 per unit, they produced 8000 
units. What were their fixed costs? 
 
14. In the following revenue/cost diagram, what is the “?” described as? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Breakeven quantity 
b. Contribution margin 
c. Breakeven price 
d. Fixed cost 
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15. In the following revenue/cost diagram, what is the “?” described as? 
 
a. Variable cost 
b. Total revenue 
c. Fixed cost 
d. Mixed cost 
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Section 6.1 Solutions 
1. 146 tacos 
At the break even point: pQ -vQ – F = 0 
($8)Q – $2.50)Q - $800 = $0 
Q = 145.45  146 tacos.  
 
2. $1,168 
Revenue at breakeven point = Q x p = 146 x $8 = $1,168 
 
3. 1,964 tacos 
pQ – vQ – F = $10,000          $8*Q – $2.50*Q - $800 = $10,000          $5.50*Q -$800 = $10,000     
$5.50*Q = $10,800        Q = 1963.63        Rounds up to 1,964 tacos 
 
4. 0.026  
OL= F/(F+vQ)  
OL= $800/[$800+($2.50)(12,000 tacos)] 
OL= $800/[$800+($30,000)] 
OL=$800/$30,800 
OL= 0.0259 
OL= 0.026 
 
5. Operating leverage divides a company’s fixed costs over its total costs to measure the sensitivity of 
profit to changes in volume. Because Jackie’s truck has relatively low fixed costs, it does not need 
to make a lot of money on each sale to cover these costs and can therefore turn a profit at a lower 
sales volume.  
 
6. $4.00 
        Contribution Margin = Selling Price – Variable Cost = $6 - $2. 
 
7. 6,250 burgers 
At the breakeven point, (Contribution Margin) x Q = Fixed Costs  
$4Q = $25,000 
Q = 6,250 burgers 
 
8. $114.00  
Total CM = Sales Revenue – Variable Costs  
Total CM = $1,300,000 – $240,000 = $1,060,000 
CM per unit = Total CM/# of units sold  
CM per unit = $1,060,000/9,300 = $113.97  $114/unit 
 
9. $20,000 in fixed costs  
Contribution Margin – Fixed Costs = Profit  
(100,000 x $0.40) – F = $20,000  
F = $20,000 
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10. 667 Donuts  
(p-v)Q = F  
(2.00-0.5)Q = 1,000 
Q= 666.66 
Q = 667 Donuts to break even   
 
11. $125.00 Profit  
Using the CVP Formula: π = (p-v)Q – F, we can solve for π (profit) 
π =($2.00 - $0.50)(750 donuts) - $1,000 
π = $1,125 - $1,000 
π = $125 
 
12. 0.74 
Operating Leverage (OL) = F/(F + vQ) 
OL = $1,000/[$1,000 + ($0.50/donut * 700 donuts)] 
OL = $1,000/[$1,000 + $350] 
OL = $1,000/$1,350 
OL= 0.74 
 
13. $6,000.00 
$2.00 per unit * 8000 units = $16,000 contribution margin  
Contribution Margin – Fixed Cost = Profit  
$16,000 – Fixed Cost = $10,000  
Fixed Cost = $6,000 
 
14. A – The intersection of revenue and total cost highlights the breakeven point. If we draw a line 
between the breakeven point and the quantity (x) axis, then we get the breakeven quantity. 
 
15. C – The intersection between the total cost curve and the y axis is the fixed costs, as it is the point 
where quantity equals zero. 
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Section 6.2: The Challenge of Accounting for Fixed Costs 
1. What is the main way that variable costing differs from absorption costing?   
a. Variable costing always has more fixed costs absorption costing 
b. Variable costing always has less fixed costs than absorption costing 
c. Variable costing treats fixed costs as period costs 
d. Variable costing treats fixed costs as product costs 
 
2. Wizard Computer Industries has just released its unit costs for 2016. Wizard uses variable costing. 
What is the per-unit cost of inventory? (all numbers are per unit) 
Direct Material used   $61 
Direct Labor    $33 
Fixed selling and administrative cost $27 
Variable manufacturing overhead $47 
Fixed manufacturing overhead $69 
Sales commission   $30 
 
3. Billy Bob Mason Corporation (BBM) has just released its unit costs for 2016. BBM uses absorption 
costing. What is the per-unit cost of inventory? (all numbers are per unit) 
Direct Material used   $67 
Direct Labor    $41 
Fixed selling and administrative cost $33 
Variable manufacturing overhead $56 
Fixed manufacturing overhead $73 
Sales commission   $37 
 
4. Manny makes motorcycles that have a per bike variable cost of $530. Manny uses a PDR of $125/ 
DLH, each motorcycle taking 4 DLH to complete. Manny also has $90,000 of manufacturing 
overhead and no other costs. Manny makes but does not sell 450 motorcycles. What is Manny’s 
finished goods balance in dollars using absorption costing?  
 
5. The following are per unit cost for t-shirts made by the Martin Corp. What is the per unit cost for a 
t-shirt using variable costing? 
 
Direct Material: $5 
Direct Labor:      $3 
Fixed SGA:          $6 
Variable MOH:   $9 
Fixed MOH:        $8 
 
6. How does a company using variable costing allocate its fixed costs? 
a. Capitalize them directly in the WIP account as a product cost 
b. Put them into the fixed manufacturing overhead accounts, which then go into WIP as a 
product cost 
c. Put them into fixed manufacturing overhead accounts which expenses them as period costs 
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d. Directly expense them to COGS as period costs 
 
7. Label each scenario as either absorption costing or variable costing. 
a. Violates GAAP because it treats product costs as variable costs 
b. Encourages overuse of fixed resources 
c. Discourages work with positive but low CM 
d. Encourages inventory buildup 
e. Discourages the use of drivers burdened with fixed costs 
f. Encourages underpricing 
 
8. Meadow Street Company has a product line of basketballs. The company has computed the follow 
costs for one basketball for the year just ended. What is the cost of each basketball under variable 
costing and absorption costing? 
 
Direct Material Used:   $0.50 
Direct Labor:    $2.00 
Fixed SG&A:    $1.00 
Variable MOH:   $0.25 
Fixed MOH:    $0.75 
Sales Commission:   $1.50 
 
9. Choose the best term: In absorption costing, FOH is a [period/product] cost, and FOH hits the 
[income statement/balance sheet] when [goods are sold/costs are incurred]. In variable costing, 
FOH is a [period/product] cost, and FOH hits the [income statement/balance sheet] when [goods 
are sold/costs are incurred]. 
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Section 6.2 Solutions 
1. C – Variable costing treats fixed costs as period cost. With variable costing, fixed costs are not 
transferred into MOH or finished goods. The fixed costs are immediately debited into an expense 
account and do not show up in the cost of goods sold calculation. 
 
2. $141.00  
Per Unit Variable costing: Direct Materials + Direct Labor + Variable Overhead 
61 + 33 + 47 = $141 
 
3. $237.00 
Per Unit Absorption costing: Direct Materials + Direct Labor + Variable Overhead + Fixed Overhead 
67 + 41 + 56 + 73 = $237 
 
4. $463,500 
Finished goods = (PDR x actual DLH used / unit) x units made but not sold + (variable costs x units 
made but not sold) 
Finished goods = ($125 / DLH x 4 DLH) x 450 motorcycles + ($530 x 450 motorcycles) =  $463,500 
 
5. $17.00 
Direct Material + Direct Labor + Variable MOH= Cost per Unit, Fixed costs aren’t capitalized under 
variable costing. 
5+3+9= $17 cost per unit 
 
6. C – Fixed costs are not transferred into manufacturing overhead using variable costing. The fixed 
costs do not make it into the cost of goods sold calculation. Instead, they are debited to Fixed 
Manufacturing Overhead which is an expense account that shows up on the income statement.  
 
7. Violates GAAP because it treats product costs as variable costs – Variable Costing 
Encourages overuse of fixed resources = Variable Costing  
Discourages work with positive but low Contribution Margin – Absorption Costing 
Encourages inventory buildup – Absorption Costing  
Discourages the use of drivers burdened with fixed costs – Absorption Costing  
Encourages underpricing – Variable Costing  
 
8. Variable = $2.75 per ball;       Absorption = $3.50 per ball  
Under variable costing, both fixed MOH and fixed SG&A are immediately expensed. 
DM + DL + Variable MOH = $0.50 + $2.00 + $0.25 = $2.75 
Under absorption costing, the fixed MOH costs are allocated to the cost object and show up in the 
cost of goods sold.   DM + DL + Variable MOH + Fixed MOH = $0.50 + $2.00 + $0.25 + $0.75 = $3.50 
 
9. In absorption costing, FOH is a product cost, and FOH hits the income statement when goods are 
sold. In variable costing, FOH is a period cost, and FOH hits the income statement when incurred.  
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Section 6.3: The Death Spiral and Capacity Costing 
1. What are the four dimensions of the Death Spiral? 
 
2. Which option will help a firm eliminate the death spiral? 
a. Eliminate product lines that have low reported margins 
b. Allocate overhead costs based on activities or on product complexities  
c. Allocate overhead costs based on volume  
d. Allocate the costs of excess capacity to products 
 
 
3. College Corporation sells sweatshirts to college students. College Corporation uses capacity costing 
and at the beginning of the period, the CEO determines that manufacturing overhead should be 
$250,000 for the upcoming period and is entirely fixed. The organization decides to use units of 
production as the overhead driver. In theory, the labor College Corporation has can produce 1000 
sweatshirts. In practice, the labor College Corporation has can produce 500 sweatshirts, but they 
cannot sell that many so they only produce 250 sweatshirts. How many units of production should 
be the denominator or the activity base, for College Corporation to predict their PDR? 
 
4. Eliminating a product line would be a good business decision if the product line had high 
___________ and low ____________. 
a. Unavoidable fixed costs, Avoidable fixed costs  
b. Avoidable fixed costs, Unavoidable fixed costs 
 
5. Why do firms often use cost-based pricing even though they know that prices should reflect 
demand for a product? 
 
6. What is the benefit of using capacity costing?  
a. It charges customers for the firm’s total capacity resulting in higher net income 
b. It makes cost of goods sold for any given period higher 
c. It excludes product costs for unused capacity from the calculation of a product line’s cost 
d. It helps managers determine the demand for a product 
 
7. Capacity left idle due to variable output is called:  
a. Surge Capacity  
b. Buffer Capacity  
c. Strategic Capacity  
d. Contractual Capacity  
 
8. Capacity left idle due to the firm’s agreement to be able to produce a certain number of products 
should a customer need it is called:  
a. Surge Capacity  
b. Buffer Capacity  
c. Strategic Capacity  
d. Contractual Capacity  
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9. Idle capacity due to a manager’s decision to invest in capacity that cannot currently be used is 
called:  
a. Surge Capacity  
b. Buffer Capacity  
c. Strategic Capacity  
d. Contractual Capacity  
 
10. Capacity left idle due to the changes in customer demand is called:  
a. Surge Capacity  
b. Buffer Capacity  
c. Strategic Capacity  
d. Contractual Capacity  
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Section 6.3 Solutions 
1. The first dimension is low demand which causes a product to have low margins. The second 
dimension is that the product will be eliminated due to low demand. The third dimension is that 
the company lowers its activity base due to the elimination of the product, thus increasing the total 
cost per unit of other items. Finally, the firm will raise the prices of the remaining products as it 
costs them more to make it. With higher prices, these items will suffer from a decreased demand 
bringing the company back to the beginning of the death spiral.  
 
2. B – The death spiral is a self-perpetuating process in which a firm stops producing items with 
negative full-cost margin even though they have a positive contribution margin. This reduces the 
gross margin of remaining products leading to further product cancellation and profit decreases. It 
is exacerbated by using cost-based pricing and can be avoided by divorcing the activity base from 
the projected level of production (aka using capacity costing). Options a and d exacerbate the 
situation. Excess capacity is the capacity that is idle because no one is demanding it. Customers 
should not be charged for the capacity no one wants to use, because this will simply suppress 
demand further, driving the firm directly into a death spiral. Option c is a description of cost-based 
pricing. 
 
3. 500  
Practical capacity is used as the denominator of the PDR formula. 
 
4. B – Eliminating a product line with high avoidable fixed costs would reduce the costs for a firm 
because those costs would be eliminated. The low unavoidable fixed costs would be dispersed to 
other product lines. Eliminating a product line with high unavoidable fixed costs would be a poor 
decision because the costs would need to be put on other product lines. 
 
5. Firms use cost-based pricing when they know that prices should be set based on the willingness of 
customers to purchase a product because it is very difficult to gain information about a customer 
willingness to purchase products at various prices.  
 
6. C – Capacity costing does not charge customers for unused capacity of a product line because the 
unused capacity is never captured in the product costs.  
 
7. B – Buffer Capacity should be included in product costs and charged to the customer because 
customers demand products arrive in a reasonable time frame. 
 
8. D – Contractual Capacity should be charged to the customer that is demanding the capacity be 
available. 
 
9. C – Strategic Capacity should be charged to the manager that made the decision.  
 
10. A – Surge Capacity should be included in product costs and charged to the customer. 
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Section 6.4: Nested Capacity, The Cost Hierarchy, and Activity-Based 
Costing 
1. Los’s Lactose-free chips have been a hit from customers. Los uses an activity based costing system. Under 
this system, determine how much overhead should be allocated to the Spicy Ranch chips. 
Drivers Units per year  Cost Pool ($) 
Sauce 200 35,000 
Potato 790 120,000 
Crisping 700 30,000 
Milk extraction 40 15,000 
Total  200,000 
 
Spicy Ranch chips usage: 
Sauce 20 units 
Potato 40 units 
Crisping 35 units 
Milk Extraction 40 units 
 
2. Paolo’s Paper Company is a small independent newspaper company. The company uses activity 
based costing. Which of the following would the cost of insurance for the factory be classified as? 
a. Facility-level costs 
b. Product-level costs 
c. Batch-level costs 
d. Unit-level costs 
 
3. Emerald Company has three divisions, Division 1, 2, and 3. They use an activity based costing 
system when allocating their overhead. Emerald Company has also determined two cost drivers 
used in their company in 2016. 
 
Cost Driver # of Units of Driver Cost Pool 
DLH 1,200 $144,000 
MH 800 $66,000 
 
Cost driver activity in 2016: 
 Division 1 
DLH Events 950 
MH Events 300 
 
How much OH should be allocated to Division 1 in 2016? 
 
4. Waldo Company produces Where’s Waldo dolls in their factory. They use activity based costing to 
determine facility, product, batch, and unit level costs during production. Match the cost incurred 
by Waldo Company to its activity level. 
a. Facility Level      1. Machine Set-Up Costs 
b. Product Level      2. Waldo Doll Shirts 
c. Batch Level      3. Electricity Bill 
d. Unit Level       4. Product Design Changes 
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5. Haley works at a sweatpants shop and uses activity based costing. She has $300 in overhead and 
splits it up into three different pools: colors, batches, and indirect labor.  
 Budgeted 
Overhead 
Budgeted 
Base 
Colors $100 5 colors 
Batches $160 4 batches 
Indirect 
Labor 
$40 100 DLH 
 
Haley sells 20 sweatpants to a retailer and has the following costs:  
Direct Materials $5 / pant 
Direct Labor Dollars $11/ pant 
Colors 1 
Batches 3 
Total DLH 50 
 
Using activity based costing, what is the total cost of producing the 20 sweatpants? 
 
6. Boaters, Inc uses an activity based costing system to allocate overhead. It has two divisions, 
Division 1 and Division 2. In 2016, expenses for Division 1 totaled $418,688. Given the information 
in the following table, what were the total product line costs? 
  
Total Manufacturing Costs Division 1 Division 2 
Unit-level costs $350,000 750 750 
Batch-level 
costs 660,000 30 60 
Product line 
costs X 6 14 
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Section 6.4 Solutions 
1. $26,075.95 
Sauce: 35,000/200=$175/unit *20= $3,500 
Potato: 120,000/790=$151.8987/unit * 40=$6,075.95 
Crisping: 30,000/700= $42.8571 *35= $1,500.1 
Milk Extraction: 15,000/40= $375/unit *40= $15,000 
Total costs for Spicy Ranch chips= $26,075.95 
 
2. A – Facility-level cost 
 
3. $138,750  
DLH PDR = ($144,000) / 1,200 units = $120/unit 
DLH PDR x Actual Units = $120/unit x 950 units = $114,000 
MH PDR = $66,000 / 800 units = $82.5/unit 
MH PDR x Actual Units = $82.5/unit x 300 units = $24,750 
$114,000 + $24,750 = $138,750 OH should be applied to Division 1 
 
4. A  3, Electricity bill is a facility level cost because it is necessary for the facility and the 
operation to function, the factory itself could not function without electricity. 
B  4, Product design changes are a product level cost because changing the design of the doll 
change the entire product line. 
C  1, Machine set up costs are a batch level cost because every time a new batch of dolls is 
created, there are new set up costs incurred. 
D  2, The shirts to the dolls are a unit level cost because it occurs every time an individual doll 
is made. 
 
5. $480.00 
 Budgeted 
Overhead 
Budgeted 
Base 
PDR 
Colors (product 
lines) 
$100 5 colors $100/ 5 colors = $20/color 
Batches $160 4 batches $160/ 4 batches = $40/batch 
Indirect Labor 
(unit level cost) 
$40 100 DLH $40/ 100DLH = $.40/DLH 
    
Direct Materials $5 / pant $5 / pant * 20 pants = $100 
Direct Labor Dollars $11/ pant $11/ pant * 20 pants = $220 
Colors 1 1 * $20/color = $20 
Batches 3 3* $40/batch = $120 
Total DLH 50 50 * $.40/DLH = $20 
 
Total costs = $100 + $220 + $20 + $120 + $20 = $480 
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6. $78,960.00 
PDR for units = $350,000/(750Units + 750Units) = $233.3333/unit 
Division 1’s Unit-level Costs = $233.3333/unit * 750 units = $175,000 
 
PDR for batches = $660,000/(30Batches + 60Batches) = $7,333.3333/batch 
Division 1’s Batch-level Costs = $7,333.3333 * 30 = $220,000 
 
Division 1 was allocated $418,688 in total costs. $418,688 – 175,000 – 220,000 = $23,688. 
 
Thus, $23,688 is Division 1’s share of Product-Line Costs. It had 6 product lines, so it was 
charged $23,688/6 = $3,948 per product line. 
 
There were 20 total product lines (6 + 14), so the total product-line related costs were 
$3,948*20 = $78,960 
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Section 6.5: Activity-Based Pricing and Supply-Chain Surplus 
1. A non-value-added activity is an: 
a. Activity that costs a firm nothing to implement and improves the product. 
b. Activity that does not add value to a product but costs some firm resources.  
c. Activity that adds some value to a product. 
 
2. An activity that adds some value for some customers but not the majority of customers is called 
a/an: 
a. Non-value-added activity  
b. Bargaining activity  
c. Surplus activity  
d. Insufficient-value-added activity  
 
3. In regards to supply chain surpluses, making the overall surplus greater would be an example 
of:  
a. Integrative Bargaining  
b. Distributive Bargaining  
 
4. In regards to supply chain surplus, making your share of the surplus greater without altering the 
overall surplus amount would be an example of:  
a. Integrative Bargaining  
b. Distributive Bargaining  
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Section 6.5 Solutions 
1. B – A non-value-added activity is an activity that does not add value to a product but costs 
resources. If possible, companies should try to eliminate non-value-added activities to reduce 
costs.  
 
2. D – Insufficient-value-added activity  
 
3. A – Integrated Bargaining 
 
4. B – Distributive Bargaining 
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Section 7.1: Responsibility Centers, Transfer Pricing, and Decentralization 
1. Jackson Company sees his company going in several different directions. For each direction, 
indicate the transfer pricing method that would be the best for the company: 
a. Jackson is looking to isolate product inefficiencies. 
b. Jackson will have excess capacity in his factories. 
c. Jackson will lack excess capacity. 
d. Jackson wants simplicity, just transferring whatever something cost directly to the next 
area. 
 
2. The best way to organize your company is to organize it into ________ centers because these 
places are accountable for the performance of the entire center. While _____ centers only 
account for revenues and costs.  
a. Revenue, cost 
b. Cost, investment 
c. Investment, profit 
d. Profit, revenue 
 
3. When a company has no excess capacity, they should use variable transfer pricing. 
a. True 
b. False 
 
4. Explain the relationship between authority, responsibility, and accountability.  
 
5. Cost centers are responsible for: 
i. Investments 
ii. Expenses  
iii. Revenues  
iv. Balance Sheet accounts  
a. i. only  
b. ii. only  
c. iv. only  
d. i and iii. 
 
6. Fill in the blank: Transfer prices allow an organization to trace costs from one responsibility 
center to another along the _________.  
 
7. Sally’s chip factory uses normal transfer pricing to move the cost of potatoes through the 
organization’s various responsibility centers. Potatoes are cleaned in the cleaning department, 
cut in the cutting department, and fried in the frying department. What would the journal entry 
look like if $300.00 of potatoes are moved from the cutting to the frying department?  
 
8. Sally’s chip factory now uses standard cost transfer prices. It should have cost $240.00 to cut 
the potatoes but it actually cost $300.00 due to inefficient laborers. What would the journal 
entry look like if Sally uses standard cost transfer prices?  
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9. Now, cost – plus transfer pricing is used in Sally’s chip factory. It cost the cutting department 
$270.00 to prepare the potatoes for the frying department. They transferred the batch to the 
frying department for $300.00. Prepare the journal entries for this event. (Hint: there are 3 
entries that need to be made)  
 
10. Variable cost transfer pricing is useful for managers when making:  
a. Capacity decisions 
b. Selling price decisions  
c. Make or buy decisions  
d. Decentralization decisions 
 
11. Decisions in a decentralized environment are made by___________ while decisions in a 
centralized environment are made by ___________.  
a. Customers, top executives 
b. Top executives, department directors  
c. Customers, department directors 
d. Department directors, top executives  
 
12. Fill in the bank:  A(n) _______________________is a subunit in an organization whose manager 
is held accountable for specified financial results of the subunit's activities 
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Section 7.1 Solutions 
1. Standard Cost Transfer, Variable Cost Transfer, Market Price Transfer, Normal Cost Transfer 
a. Standard cost transfer prices are the best method here as under standard costing a 
more reliable number is used when comparing how much a certain center used. 
b. Variable cost transfer prices are the best method because companies will struggle to 
have leverage charging greater than the cost it costs them when they can outsource for 
the same service.  
c. Market price transfer prices are the best for this scenario because the opportunity cost 
is not much to pass with the incremental cost of requesting a batch is minimal due to 
already little excess capacity. 
d. Normal cost transfer prices are the best for this simplistic approach as the full cost is 
transferred over to make keeping track of items simple. 
 
2. C – Investment centers include everything including profits and investments while profit 
centers only include revenues and costs.  
 
3. B – False. Variable transfer pricing works best when a company does have excess capacity. 
 
4. A person with authority has the right to do something. A person with responsibility has a duty 
to do something. People with responsibility over a department in an organization have the duty 
of knowing how well their department is doing, explain deviations from expected 
performances, and develop ways to improve performance. When an individual has both 
responsibility and authority, they can be held accountable and be rewarded or punished based 
on performance.  
 
5. B – Cost centers are responsible for, and are evaluated on the basis of reported production 
costs but not revenue or investments.  
 
6. Internal Supply Chain – The internal supply chain showcases goods and services transferred 
throughout an organization.  
 
7. Dr.  Raw Materials – Frying Department     300.00 
CR. Finished Goods – Cutting Department     300.00  
To record the transfer of the batch of potatoes from cutting to frying. 
 
8. Dr.  Raw Materials – Frying Department     240.00 
Labor Efficiency Variance         60.00 
CR. Finished Goods – Cutting Department     300.00  
To record the transfer of the batch of potatoes from cutting to frying and the associated labor efficiency 
variance.  
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9. Dr. Cost of Goods Sold – Cutting Department    270.00 
Cr. Finished Goods Inventory – Cutting Inventory    270.00   
 To record the cutting department’s “expense” for “selling” the potatoes to frying. 
 
 Dr. Transferred Payments from Frying – Cutting Department   300.00   
  Cr. Revenue from Frying – Cutting Department     300.00 
To record cutting’s “revenue” and consideration for “selling” the potatoes to the frying department.  
 
 Dr. Raw Materials Inventory – Frying      300.00 
  CR. Transferred Payments from Frying – Frying     300.00 
 To record frying’s cost of “purchasing” the potatoes from cutting.  
 
10. C – Variable cost transfer pricing helps managers with make or buy decisions. The variable cost 
transfer price incorporates the incremental cost to make one additional batch. For Sally’s chip 
factory, it might be cheaper to buy an additional 20 lbs. of precut potatoes from outside of the 
organization than cutting them in house.  
 
11. D – Decisions in decentralized environments are made by department directors while decisions 
made in a centralized environment are made by top executives.  
 
12. Responsibility Center 
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Section 7.2: Approaches to Budgeting 
1. Olivia has made a deal with her local gym, Fitness Forever, to sell customized water bottles in the 
gym lobby.  However, Fitness Forever does not want any direct involvement in financing the project 
until profits are seen. It is up to Olivia to create her own budget to see how much customizing 
these water bottles will really cost her. Using the information below, determine how many units 
must be finished this period if she expects to sell 200 bottles and would like to have 15 units in 
Finished goods at the end of the period.  
 Inventory Levels @ beginning of period 
Finished Goods 10 Units 
WIP 30 Units 
Raw Materials  50 Units @ 2.00/unit  
 
2. Sarah has recently started running a juice bar in Amherst Center. She only uses fresh ingredients 
that she purchases from a local farmer at the beginning of each week. Sarah’s juice bar has only 
been open and operating for a short period of time, so she is not entirely sure how large the 
customer base is yet or when peak times of sales occur. When customers come into Sarah’s juice 
bar, they customize the type of fruits and vegetables for their juice; she does not package her juice 
and sell it in bulk. Sarah has 5 juicing machines, so she and her staff have the ability to produce 
about 200 personalized cups of juice an hour. What type of budgeting system should Sarah 
implement? 
a. Push Budgeting 
b. Pull Budgeting 
 
3. Camille runs an artichoke manufacturing plant. One department chops the artichokes, another 
cooks them, and another prepares them to be canned. Every month when she goes to create her 
budget, the department heads ask for more and more money. She is sick of this, and wants to 
implement an approach that is heavily based in cost cutting. She cannot keep up with the rise in 
cost, and doesn’t think that their increased budget requests have any real reasoning behind them. 
What kind of budgeting practice can she implement to combat this issue?   
 
4. Practice of focusing primarily on the areas that are not operating as expected (significantly above 
or below the practical standard) 
a. Practical Standard 
b. Management by Exception 
c. Stretch Standards  
d. Minimum Performance Standard 
 
5. Sam is a manager at a large sales company located in Boston. Sam oversees 20 employees. This 
quarter, he wants to see an increase in sales. So, he promises his employees that if sales this 
quarter are 25% higher than the previous quarter, each employee will get SuperBowl tickets, an 
extra week’s vacation, and a $2,500 bonus. Sam, knows this goal is very difficult to achieve, but he 
hopes his incentives work. What performance standard is Sam using? 
a. Practical Standards 
b. Stretch Standards 
c. Minimum Performance Standards 
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6. A firm that places high value on planning would most likely set what type of standards? 
a. Practical 
b. Minimum 
c. Stretch 
d. Maximum 
 
7. Using the following numbers, determine how much will be spent on raw materials this period 
assuming no beginning or ending raw material balance. Assume that raw materials are added at the 
beginning of production.  
Sales 2900 units 
Finished goods at end 40 units 
Beginning finished goods 0 units 
WIP at end 650 units 
WIP at beginning 1200 units 
Raw materials per unit 3.5 inches 
Cost per inch of raw material $1.50 
 
8. Sandy’s Surf Shop sells customizable surf boards. Sandy’s begins the period with finished goods of 
8,500 units, while her WIP units total 6,000 units. Sandy expects to sell 16,000 surf boards. She 
wants to have 500 surfboards remain in inventory at the end of the period. Sandy also wants to 
have 3,000 units in-process at the end of the period. In order to accomplish this, how many 
surfboards must be started during the period? 
 
 
9. Danielle owns a donut company making her famous “ONE POUND DONUTS!” Each donut uses one 
pound of dough. She budgets the following: 
Beginning WIP 225 
Units finished this period 11,321 
End WIP 320 
Beginning Raw Materials 620 
End Raw Materials 410@$1.50/pound 
How much will be spent on raw materials this year? 
 
 
10. Company XYZ is in the business of making fancy hats. Lately, business has been terrific and they 
budgeted to produce 25000 hats in the next year which would cost them approximately $100,000. 
This amount of money would be allocated to different costs. $25,000 would be from direct labor, 
$50,000 from raw materials and $25,000 in licensing and other costs. XYZ budgeted revenues of 
$200,000 from the sales of the hats. They actually produced and sold 30,000 hats. What is the 
flexible budget amount of raw materials? 
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Section 7.2 Solutions 
1. 205 Units  
There is a finished goods beginning balance of 10 units. She expects to sell 200 units and have 
15 left at the end of the period. She needs 215 units. 215 – the original 10 units = 205 units that 
need to be completed. 
 
2. B – Pull Budgeting is used for companies that budget based on what can and will be sold not 
what can be produced. Sarah’s fresh juice business would benefit from Pull budgeting because 
she won’t be producing things that she cannot sell, instead she is letting the demand for her 
product determine how she budgets.  
 
3. Camille should implement a zero-base budgeting approach. This approach to budgeting 
addresses budget creep by requiring each department to issue a budget request that details 
how they will spend all their allotted money.  
 
4. B – Management by Exception 
 
5. B – Stretch standards are attainable but difficult performance levels to reach. A 25% increase in 
sales is a difficult goal but it is attainable. Stretch standards are one of the best ways to 
motivate employees to perform at their highest level.  
 
6. B – Minimum standards are often used in firms that put a lot of effort into planning. As a result 
of this, they set standards that they can be almost certain they will meet.  
 
7. $12,547.50  
To solve this problem you must work backwards from finished goods to raw materials. We 
know that 2,900 units will be sold and there will be 40 units in finished goods at the end of the 
period therefore we need to complete 2,940 units. WIP started with 1,200 units, ended with 
650 units, and 2,940 units were transferred out. To balance this account, you need to start 
2,390 units during this period. Each unit requires 3.5 inches of raw materials at $1.50 per inch. 
2,390 units x 3.5 inches x $1.50 per inch = $12,547.50.  
 
 
8. 5,000 units as shown below. Numbers in bold with a shadow are the solved numbers. 
 
 
9. $16,809 
Transferred out of WIP + WIP Ending – WIP Beginning = Transferred into WIP  
11,321 + 320  - 225 = 11,416 units transferred into WIP  
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Transferred out of Raw Materials + Ending Raw Materials – Beginning Raw Materials = Raw 
Materials Purchased  
11,416 + 410 – 620 = 11,206 pounds. 
We pay $1.50 per pound, so 11,206 X 1.5 = $16,809. 
10. $60,000 
$50,000 (raw materials)/25000 (budgeted hats) = $2 per hat 
$2 per hat x 30,000 hats (actual production and sale)= $60,000 
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Section 8.1: Isolating Responsibility Through Standard Cost Reporting 
1. Fill in the blank: The purpose of variances is to isolate ________ and _________. 
 
 
2. The following table relates to Shea Company, a kettle chip manufacturing company.  
 
Unadjusted COGS $100,000 
Direct material purchase price variance  $20,000 Unfavorable 
Direct material efficiency variance  $30,000 Favorable 
Direct labor price variance  $10,000 Favorable 
Direct labor efficiency variance  $5,000 Favorable  
 
Find the adjusted COGS at the end of the period.  
 
 
3. Bob’s Shoes Inc. uses standard costing, and has the following account balances and variances: 
Revenue $2,300,000 
Unadjusted COGS $850,000 
Direct Labor Efficiency Variances  $8,000 Unfavorable 
Direct Labor Rate Variance $9,000 Favorable  
Direct Materials Usage Variance  $17,000 Favorable  
Direct Materials Purchase Price Variance $500 Unfavorable  
FOH Budget Variance  $2,000 Unfavorable  
 
Find the adjusted COGS at the end of the period.  
 
4. Sabrina’s Sandals budgets selling 7,200 sandals at $20.00 per pair. Sabrina didn’t realize that 
the change of seasons would affect her sandal sales. Sabrina actually sold 4,000 sandals at a 
reduced price of $18.00 per pair. What is Sabrina’s Sales Price Variance? 
 
 
5. How does a favorable variance affect Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)? 
a. A favorable variance will decrease COGS and therefore increase income 
b. A favorable variance will increase COGS and therefore decrease income 
c. A favorable variance will increase COGS and therefore increase income 
d. A favorable variance will decrease COGS and therefore decrease income  
 
6. A favorable materials price variance combined with an unfavorable materials usage variance 
most likely is caused by _____. 
a. The purchase and use of higher than standard quality materials 
b. Machine efficiency problems 
c. The purchase of lower than standard quality materials 
d. Product mix production changes 
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Section 8.1 Solutions 
1. Responsibility and Inefficiency. 
Variances help companies isolate responsibility and inefficiency. They also help a firm assign 
credit and blame which can help increase motivation and efficiencies.  
 
2. $75,000. 
Favorable variances reduce COGS while unfavorable variances increase COGS. To find the 
adjusted COGS, add the unfavorable variances to, and subtract the favorable variances from 
unadjusted COGS.  
$100,000 + $20,000 - $30,000 - $10,000 - $5,000 = $75,000 
 
3. $834,500 
Adjusted COGS = Unadjusted COGS + Unfavorable Variances – Favorable Variances  
Adjusted COGS = $850,000 + $8,000 + $500 + $ $2,000 - $ 9,000 - $17,000 = $834,500 
 
4. $8,000 Unfavorable  
Sales Price Variance = AQ Sold x (AP – SP)  
Sales Price Variance = 4,000 x (18 – 20)  
Sales Price Variance = $8,000 Unfavorable 
This variance is unfavorable because she expected to sell her sandals at $20.00 per pair but 
instead sold them at a reduced price of $18.00 per pair.  
 
5. A – Favorable variances decrease cost of goods sold which increases a company’s net income. 
 
6. C – Variances often partially offset each other. A favorable purchase price variance means we 
paid less than standard per pound, but an unfavorable usage variance means we had to use 
extra. A likely explanation is that we bought low-quality material and had waste as a result.  
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Section 8.2 A: Mechanics of Standard Costing (Direct Variances) 
Use the following information regarding O’Mally’s Tire Company to answer questions 1-4. 
O’Mally’s Tire Company provides you with the following information about its cost of rubber and labor: 
Actual Quantity (hours) 42,000 
Standard Quantity (hours) 41,000 
Actual Price per hour $17.00 
Standard Price per hour $17.65 
Quantity purchased (lbs) 21,000 
Actual Quantity Used (lbs) 19,650 
Standard Quantity (lbs) 20,500 
Actual Price per pound 5.25 
Standard Price per pound 6.25 
 
1. What is the DL Efficiency Variance? 
2. What is the DL Rate Variance? 
3. What is the Direct Material Purchase Price Variance? 
4. What is the Direct Material Usage Variance? 
 
5. Preston is hiring contractors to renovate the lobby of his hotel. He budgets the contractors to use 
3,000 DLH at a wage of $16 per hour. The contractors actually took 5,000 DLH and charged a rate of 
$21 hours. Calculate the direct labor price variance.  
 
6. Sampson Company is the leading seller of bicycles in the northeast. They use a standard costing 
system. They budget 2 direct labor hours per bicycle, at $17/ hour. In their most recent batch, it 
took them 2.5 hours per bicycle, and employees were paid $19.50/ hour. What is the standard cost 
of labor per bicycle? 
 
7. Rolfe, Inc. produces weight loss watches, and uses standard costing. In 2016, they budgeted 12,000 
labor hours to produce 10,000 units, and payroll of $265,000. They actually used 11,000 hours to 
produce 8,000 units, with a payroll of $230,000. Find the direct labor efficiency variance. Round 
your answer to the nearest whole number. 
 
8. Adamski, Inc. produces fun sized portable gaming systems, and uses standard costing. In 2016, they 
budgeted 15,000 labor hours to produce 12,000 units, and payroll of $400,000. They actually used 
14,000 hours to produce 11,500 units, with a payroll of $370,000. Find the direct labor rate 
variance. Round your answer to the nearest whole number. 
 
9. KOA Company uses a standard costing system. Their standard finished product requires 5 pounds 
of steel at $3.25 per pound. Last August, KOA Company purchased 5,000 pounds at $3.30 per 
pound. They used all 5,000 pounds to produce 1,060 units. What was the direct materials purchase 
price variance for the month of August?  
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10. On November 25th, Carla’s Cookies purchased 450 pounds of cookie dough for $1.25/lb. On this 
date, the standard price of cookie dough was $1.20/lb, and the standard batch of cookies required 
100 pounds of cookie dough. Carla pays workers $11/hour. They baked four batches of the cookies 
and used 425 pounds. What is the Direct Material Efficiency Variance for the entire day (all 4 
batches)?  
 
11. Bradley’s company budgets that 6,430 units will be produced using 14,000 pounds of material at 
$7/pound. 13,400 pounds of material were actually used to produce 4,240 units. What is the 
standard quantity of direct materials to produce 4,240 units?   
 
12. Jared budgets 12 ounces of material for 2 units. What is the standard quantity for 150 units?   
a. 900 ounces 
b. 1800 ounces 
c. 24 ounces 
d. 12 ounces  
13. Who is responsible for the Direct Materials Usage Variance?  
a. Purchasing Manager 
b. Sales & Marketing  
c. Production Manager 
d. Human Resources  
 
14. Leather-Foot is a shoe company known for its high quality, high priced shoes. Their new CFO 
George has never taken a cost accounting course and thought he could reduce the reported COGS 
by buying fake leather at a reduced price. However, this backfired and they ended up using much 
more leather on each shoe. Which two variances most likely existed from this scenario? 
a. Unfavorable DM Purchase Price Variance, Favorable Budget Variances 
b. Favorable DM Purchase Price Variance, Unfavorable Budget Variance 
c. Unfavorable DM Usage Variance, Favorable DM Purchase Price Variance 
d. Unfavorable DM Usage Variance, Unfavorable DM Purchase Price Variance 
 
15. Cassidy’s Collection features modern spy gear. She budgets to pay workers $12.00 an hour with a 
total of 12,000 direct labor hours to make 50,000 jewelry saws. Cassidy actually makes 52,250 
saws, using 11,000 direct labor hours, but paid workers $13.00. What amount should be debited to 
WIP for the labor? What amount should be credited to wages payable?  
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Section 8.2 A Solutions 
1. $17,650 Unfavorable  
Direct Labor Efficiency Variance = SP x (AQ – SQ)  
DL Efficiency Variance = 17.65 x (42,000 – 41,000)  
DL Efficiency Variance = $17,650 Unfavorable  
 
2. $27,300 Favorable 
Direct Labor Price Variance = AQ x (AP – SP)  
DLPV = 42,000 x (17.00 – 17.65)  
DLPV = $27,300 Favorable  
 
3. $21,000 Favorable  
DMPPV = Actual Quantity Purchased x (Actual Price – Standard Price)  
DMPPV = 21,000 x (5.25 – 6.25)  
DMPPV = $21,000 Favorable  
 
4. $5,312.50 Favorable  
DMUV = SP x (Actual Quantity Used – SQ)  
DMUV = 6.25 x (19,650 – 20,500)  
DMUV = $5,312.50 Favorable  
 
5. $25,000 Unfavorable  
Direct Labor Price Variance = Actual Quantity x (Actual Price – Standard Price)  
Direct Labor Price Variance = 5,000 x ($21 – $16)  
Direct Labor Price Variance = $25,000 Unfavorable 
This is an unfavorable variance because the actual price was greater than standard.  
 
6. $34.00  
The standard cost of labor for the bicycle is the standard quantity times the standard price.  
2 hours x $17.00 = $34.00  
 
7. $30,917 Unfavorable  
Direct labor Efficiency Variance = Standard Price x (Actual Quantity – Standard Quantity)  
Standard Quantity = Budgeted Hours/Budgeted Units x Actual Units Produced 
SQ = 12,000 hours/10,000 units x 8,000 units = 9,600 hours 
Actual Quantity = 11,000 hours  
Standard Price = Budgeted Payroll/ Budgeted Hours  
SP = $265,000/ 12,000 hours = $22.083333  
DLEV = $22.08333 x (11,000 – 9,600)  
DLEV = $ 30,917 Unfavorable  
 
8. $3,333 Favorable  
Direct Labor Price Variance = Actual Quantity x (Actual Price – Standard Price)  
AQ = 14,000 hours  
AP = Actual payroll / Actual hours = $370,000/ 14,000 hours = $26.4285 per hour  
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SP = Budgeted payroll / Budgeted hours = $400,000 / 15,000 hours = $ 26.6666 per hour  
DLPV = 14,000 x (26.4285 – 26.6666)  
DLPV = $3,333 Favorable  
 
9. $250 Unfavorable  
Direct Material Purchase Price Variance = Actual Quantity x (Actual Price – Standard Price)  
AQ = 5,000 pounds  
Actual Price = $3.30 per pound  
Standard Price = $3.25 per pound  
DMPV = 5,000 x (3.30 – 3.25)  
DMPV = $250 Unfavorable  
 
10. $30 Unfavorable  
Direct Material Efficiency Variance = Standard Price x (Actual Quantity – Standard Quantity)  
Standard Price= $1.20/lb 
Actual Quantity = 425 pounds  
Standard Quantity = 400 pounds (100 pounds x 4 batches) 
DMEV = $1.20 x (425 – 400)  
DMEV = $30.00 Unfavorable  
 
11. 9,232 lbs.  
Standard Quantity = (Budgeted Amount of Materials/Budget units) x Actual Quantity Produced 
Standard Quantity = (14,000/6,340) x 4,240 = 9,232 lbs.  
Bradley’s company should have used 9,232 lbs. of material to make the 4,240 units.  
 
12. A – Standard Quantity = (12 ounces/2 units) x 150 units = 900 ounces.  
 
13. C – The Production Manager is responsible for the Direct Materials Usage Variance.  
 
14. C – Unfavorable Direct Material Usage Variance, Favorable Direct Material Purchase Price Variance  
The favorable DM purchase price variance would occur due to the cheaper materials that were 
purchased. The unfavorable usage variance is due to the fact that the cheaper materials were of a 
lesser quality and more material had to be used to complete each shoe.  
 
15. $150,480 Debited to WIP, $ 143,000 Credited to Wages Payable 
WIP is debited at the standard cost. In this case, the standard rate is $12.00 per hour. The standard 
quantity to produce 52,250 saws is 12,540 hours (12,000 hours/50,000 saws x 52,250 saws). 
Therefore, WIP is debited $150,480 ($12.00 x 12,540 hours).  
Wages Payable is credited the amount that is owed to the workers. This is the actual hours worked 
x the actual rate. 11,000 hours x 13.00/hour = $143,000. 
The difference between what is debited to WIP and what is credited to Wages Payable shows up in 
the Direct Labor Price Variance and the Direct Labor Usage Variance. 
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Section 8.2 B: Mechanics of Standard Costing (Overhead Variances) 
1. Howard Company uses a standard costing system to apply overhead on the basis of direct labor 
hours. They expect to produce 600 units with 3,600 DLH and $88,000 variable overhead, they 
actually use 2,500 DLH to produce 500 units with $50,000 VOH, what is the variable overhead 
efficiency variance?  
 
2. Sally’s Scoops is an ice cream shop that uses a standard costing system to apply overhead on the 
basis of direct labor hours. The standard direct labor hours per ice cream cone is 0.05 hours. 
The standard rate used to apply overhead is $4.00 per direct labor hour. If Sally sells 30,000 ice 
creams, incurs variable overhead costs of $75,000, and has 20,000 direct labor hours actually 
worked, what is the variable overhead spending variance?  
 
3. A company has budgeted fixed overhead of $221,000 and actual fixed overhead of $217,000. 
What is the company’s FOH Budget Variance? 
 
4. Hull Company has compiled the following data from last year’s operations:  
Units Produced  27,000 
Direct Labor  13,000 hours at $9.00 per hour 
Actual Fixed Overhead Costs  $50,000 
During the year, Hull used a standard fixed overhead rate of $5.00 per hour (based on a budget 
of 15,000 direct labor hours). The labor standard requires 0.3 hours per unit. What is the fixed 
overhead volume variance?  
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Section 8.2 B Solutions 
1. $12,222 Favorable  
VOH Efficiency Variance = Standard Price x (Actual Quantity – Standard Quantity)  
Standard Price = Budgeted VOH/Budget direct labor hours  
SP = $88,000/3,600 DLH = $24.444/DLH  
Actual Quantity = 2,500 DLH  
Standard Quantity = (Budgeted Quantity/Budgeted Units) x Actual Units  
SQ= (3,600 DLH/ 600 Units) x 500 Units = 3,000 DLH  
VOH Efficiency Variance = $24.444 x (2,500 – 3,000)  
VOH Efficiency Variance = $12,222 
 
2. $5,000 Favorable  
VOH Spending Variance = AQ x (AP – SP)  
AP = $75,000/20,000 hours = $3.75 
VOH Spending Variance = 20,000 x (3.75 – 4)  
VOH Spending Variance = $5,000 
 
3. $4,000 Favorable.  
FOH Budget Variance = Actual FOH – Budgeted FOH  
FOH Budget Variance = 217,000 – 221,000 = $4,000 favorable 
This variance is favorable because the actual amount spent is less than what the company 
budgeted for.  
 
4. $34,500 Unfavorable  
FOH Volume Variance = Budgeted FOH – Allocated FOH 
Budgeted FOH = $5.00 per hour x 15,000 hours = $75,000 
Allocated FOH = $5.00 per hour x SQ  
 SQ = 0.3 hr/unit x 27,000 units = 8,100 hours  
Allocated FOH = $5.00 x 8,100 hours = $40,500  
FOH Volume Variance = $75,000 - $40,500 = $34,500  
 
